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CITY COUNCIL of SALT LAKE CITY
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City Council Members

FROM: Russell Weeks
Senior Policy Analyst

Item Schedule:
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Public Hearing:
Potential Action:

DATE: November 7, 2019
RE:

INFORMATIONAL: FACT-FINDING DISCUSSION RELATING TO HOMELESSNESS

ISSUE AT-A-GLANCE
This report is intended to provide background for a fact-finding discussion pertaining to
homelessness in Salt Lake City. The discussion involves two issues:
1. The status of the 30-day housing initiative to transition people from existing shelters and
homeless resource centers to long-term housing.
2. Efforts to balance the presence of unsheltered homeless people as part of the larger community
and potential health and human issues.
This report includes information provided or assembled by City Council Policy Analysts Ben
Luedtke, Kira Luke, and Lehua Weaver, and City Council Liaison Priscilla Tu’uao.
NUMBERS
As indicated, the housing initiative was announced October 30, 2019. The short-term goal
will be to transition at least 67 people from existing shelters and homeless resource centers into longterm housing within four weeks, according to a news release by Mayor Jacqueline Biskupski’s
Administration. The overall goal will be to identify 123 housing units that will be available through the
winter to rent to people living in the resource centers.
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The City will use $436,000 pledged by the State of Utah through the Department of
Workforce services. The money will be used to provide emergency housing assistance, bolster
community voucher use, hire more case managers for people who need supportive housing, rental
assistance, and a fund to help keep vulnerable populations in housing once they are there, according
to the Administration. 1
The plan was initiated because there are about 100 more people in need of emergency shelter
than there is available capacity in the three new homeless resource centers. The centers have the
capacity to accommodate 700 people, but in late October 884 people were staying in the Geraldine
King Resource Center for women, the Gail Miller Resource Center for women and men, and the
downtown shelter that is scheduled to close December 1. Since then the South Salt Lake Resource
Center for men has opened and is scheduled to be fully operational when the downtown shelter closes.
To lower that number, State and local officials outlined a plan that would put up to 60 people
or more in long-term housing, accommodate 700 people among the three new resource centers, use
78 new treatment beds recently made available by Odyssey House, use the St. Vincent de Paul’s
building as overflow for 58 people, and provide motel or hotel vouchers for up to 50 people. 2 State
officials estimated that would create between 808 and 946 beds available for homeless people to stay
while the State, Salt Lake County, Salt Lake City, and a spectrum of non-profits work to help people
find long-term housing.
Two things might be noted:
1.) The figures used at the October 30 announcement do not appear to include families
staying at the Midvale family resource center. The October figures are germane only to
Salt Lake City and South Salt Lake.
2.) The Salt Lake County Point in Time count of homeless people held in January 2019
counted 1,844 people county-wide. Of that number, 1,122 single were individuals; 526
were people in families; 3 were children without families; and 193 were unsheltered
people. 3

Addressing Homelessness
Salt Lake City’s efforts to address homelessness fall between two bookends: 1.) A U.S. 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals ruling titled Robert Martin versus the City of Boise, and 2.) The State of
Utah’s Strategic Plan on Homelessness published in September 2019.
Ninth Circuit Court Decision
The U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals held in April 2019 that that enforcement of laws barring
public camping and sleeping violates the Constitution’s 8th Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and
unusual punishments if “there is a greater number of homeless individuals in [the jurisdiction] than
the number of available beds [in shelters].” 4 The case began in 2009 when six people were cited or
convicted under Boise’s ordinances restricting public camping and sleeping. 5
Salt Lake City’s ordinance pertaining to camping reads:
11.12.080: CAMPING ON PUBLIC GROUNDS, STREETS, PARKS AND
PLAYGROUNDS:
A. It is unlawful for any person to camp, lodge, cook, make a fire or pitch a tent, fly, lean to, tarpaulin,
or any other type of camping equipment on any "public grounds", as defined in subsection B of this
section, upon any portion of a "street", as defined in section 1.04.010 of this code, or in any park or
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playground, unless allowed by section 15.08.080 of this code. It is unlawful for any person using or
benefiting from the use of any of the foregoing items of camping equipment to fail to remove the same
for more than five (5) minutes after being requested to do so by any police officer.
B. For the purpose of this section, the term "public grounds" means any real property owned in whole
or in part by the United States Of America and its agencies, or the state of Utah or any of its political
subdivisions, including Salt Lake City Corporation, upon which no camping has been authorized by
the owner. (Ord. 77-12, 2012)
Section 1.04.010 defines “street” as “alleys, lanes, courts, boulevards, public ways, public
squares, public places, and sidewalks.”
Strategic Plan
The Utah Strategic Plan on Homelessness is built on the federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and
End Homelessness published by the U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness. Both plans have goals
of making homelessness a rare experience; making homelessness brief if it occurs; making
homelessness a one-time experience; and making sure homelessness doesn’t recur.
While some action on the Utah Plan already has started, most of its actions to meet the plan’s
goals are scheduled for completion in 2020 and 2021.
The plan identifies six “gaps” that need to be addressed statewide:
o
o
o
o
o
o

More affordable housing needs to be built including permanent supportive housing and
including more emergency beds and shelter capacity in rural areas.
Utahans need greater access to mental health services and substance abuse treatment
services.
The Utah homeless service system need to fund and retain case managers.
Utah need to invest in diversion, prevention, and outreach.
Utah needs transportation services for people experiencing homelessness and for
people who recently returned to longer-term housing.
Utah needs better data collection to support local priorities.

To address homelessness issues the Legislature in 2018 established the State Homeless
Coordinating Committee. By law the committee is made up of:
•

“the lieutenant governor or the lieutenant governor's designee
the state planning coordinator or the coordinator's designee
the state superintendent of public instruction or the superintendent's designee
the chair of the board of trustees of the Utah Housing Corporation or the chair's designee
the executive director of the Department of Workforce Services or the executive director's
designee
the executive director of the Department of Corrections or the executive director's designee
the executive director of the Department of Health or the executive director's designee
the executive director of the Department of Human Services or the executive director's
designee
the mayor of Salt Lake City or the mayor's designee
the mayor of Salt Lake County or the mayor's designee
the mayor of Ogden or the mayor's designee
the mayor of Midvale or the mayor's designee
the mayor of St. George or the mayor's designee
the mayor of South Salt Lake or the mayor's designee
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The governor also may appoint as members of the committee, including representatives of
local governments, local housing authorities, local law enforcement agencies; representatives of
federal and private agencies and organizations concerned with the homeless, persons with a mental
illness, the elderly, single-parent families, persons with a substance use disorder, and persons with a
disability; and a resident of Salt Lake County.” 6
The Utah Strategic Plan describes a system where “local homelessness coordinating
committees” identify the service gaps within their areas and report the gaps to the State Homeless
Coordinating Committee prioritizes funding requests from the local committees.
The Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End Homelessness is the designated local homeless
coordinating committee for Salt Lake County including Salt Lake City. The Coalition is an amalgam of
government, non-profit groups, and other organizations that address homelessness county-wide. The
Coalition includes the groups that were part of the Collective Impact effort started by then-County
Mayor Ben McAdams and the “Continuum of Care” organizations that receive public funds to address
homelessness.
The Coalition organized itself in April 2019 around eight “core function groups” in which each
group addresses one of the following aspects of homelessness: health and wellness; housing; crisis
response; education; employment; community engagement; legal rights and safety; and client
focused. Each core function group has two co-chairs. The co-chairs of all the groups meet as the
Coalition’s steering committee. The structure’s goal is to use shared information and ideas to address
homelessness as a whole instead of through a collection of silos. (Graphics of the structure and a list of
the Coalition’s steering committee are included in the attachments.)
Salt Lake City is involved at every level of the State and County-wide structure. The City’s
participation informs how it addresses issues within the City, and how it works with the County and
the State.
For example, based on discussions last week in two separate levels of meetings, it was
determined that if the temperature falls consistently below 35 degrees Fahrenheit at night law
encampment cleanup crews will not take tents, coats, waterproof sleeping bags or items that protect
unsheltered campers from winter weather. It also was determined that cleanup crews will not clean up
encampments if is it raining or snowing or when daytime temperatures fall below 25 degrees
Fahrenheit with wind chill. 7
issues:
•

Here is money the City Council allocated in the current fiscal year for short-term homelessness
FY2020:
o $280,000 for emergency shelter winter items
o $685,000 reallocated toward Volunteers of America mitigation and parks clean up
o $79,000 for Portland Loos and stuff storage
o $48,000 One-time funding for Road Home to help with transition period for HRCs
The total Salt Lake City base-funding allocations for homeless services for Fiscal Years 20172018 and 2018-2019 is about $23 million. For a breakdown of allocations for the two fiscal
years, please see the spreadsheets attached to this report.

News Release, Salt Lake City outlines plan for 30-day housing initiative to transfer individuals from shelter to longterm housing, November 4, 2019, Matthew Rojas.
2 Graphic, Homeless Resource Center Transition System Update, October 30, 2019; Transcript, Homeless Resource
Center Discussion, Russell Weeks, October 30, 2019.
1
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State of Utah Annual Report on Homelessness 2019, Department of Workforce Services, Page 41.
News Release, City of Boise Formally Asks U.S. Supreme Court to Hear Martin Case, August 22, 2019.
5 Boise news release.
6 Utah State Code, 35A-8-601.
7 Notes, Encampments meeting, November 4, 2019, Priscilla Tu’uao.
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2017/2018
FY17/18 Base
Funding

Description

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

State
Requested

REVENUES
1,500,000

Fund Balance
Operation Diversion
Risk Fund Balance
RDA Transfer for Homeless Services
Funding (Shortfall)/Surplus

1,000,000
1,025,000

Total Revenues

-

-

-

3,525,000

(282,705)
(282,705)

EXPENSES
POLICE
Base Staffing

Proposed Increases
New Police Officers
Vehicles and Equipment (for new officers)
Police Officers
Records
Crime Lab/Evidence
SLIC/Cameras/MCC
Analysts
GRAMA
Legal
OT for Staff Total
CCC Increases related to Operation Rio
Grande
Police Sub Total

Operations Staffing
Investigations Staffing
Grant Funded
Community Connections Center (CCC)
SLCPD Surge

3,933,580
3,427,249
87,223
665,915
328,243

328,243

27 New Officers
vehicles, body cameras, Radio, MDT

889,412

Police Officers
Records related to Operation Rio Grande
Crime Lab/Evidence related to Operation
Rio Grande
SLIC/Cameras/MCC related to Operation Rio
Grande
Analysts related to Operation Rio Grande
GRAMA related to Operation Rio Grande
Legal related to Operation Rio Grande

586,500
35,922

449,667
24,406

35,922

24,406

81,641

55,469

32,656
13,063
9,797

22,188
8,875
6,656

783,000

New employees (2 Office workers, 1 Social
worker/case manager, 1 LCWS)

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

259,765
8,113,967

3,055,920

919,910

-
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2017/2018
FY17/18 Base
Funding

Description
FIRE
Base Staffing
Base Staffing

Fire Operations
Fire Administration
Opportunity cost for time spent on calls in
the Operation Rio Grande area. (Amount
Calls for Service & Fire Admin for Operation
calculated for Fire calls for service based on
Rio Grande
the cost recovery rate for apparatus within
the Rio Grande Area
Fire Sub Total
E-911 DISPATCH SERVICES
Calls for Service - Dispatch
911 Communications - Admin
E-911 Dispatch Services Total
JUSTICE COURT
Justice Court Costs
Justice Court Total
PUBLIC SERVICES
Equipment operating costs related to
FEMA rate for fuel replacement and
Operation Rio Grande
maintenance of current equipment.
1 new Temp Employee 40 hours per week
thru end of year
1 new Temp employee 4 hours per day @
$15/hr for 25 Days.
Personnel and equipment costs related to Waste Disposal
Operation Rio Grande
Kubota Rental
Equipment, PPE and supplies
Parks additional personnel
Parks temporary personnel
Parks PPE and supplies
Disposal costs related to Operation Rio
Grande

Two dumpsters, employee time directed
from other duties, payment of contracted
vendor (portion of the total available.)

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

State
Requested

327,600
457,883

476,160

119,040

476,160

119,040

-

-

342,712
56,414
399,126

14,104
14,104

-

-

379,225
379,225

100,000
100,000

-

785,483

$53,128

53,128

$23,400
$18,000

18,000

$88,200
$18,000
$3,000
$13,800
$8,400
$4,800

88,200
18,000
3,000
13,800
8,400
4,800

$19,328

19,328
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2017/2018
FY17/18 Base
Funding

Description
PUBLIC SERVICES (Continued)
Jordan River Park Cleanup

Cleanup at other Parks

Clean Up including 1 new FTE, 2 Part time
employees, supplies, equipment, dumping
fees, vehicle, etc.
Clean Up using existing staff, supplies,
equipment, dumping fees, vehicles, etc.
Probable reduction of services at other
parks.

Public Services Sub Total
REFUSE
Operation Rio Grande Related Costs
Refuse Sub Total
COMMUNITY & NEIGHOBORHOODS
Base Operations

Clean Team
Bio Team
Portland Loos
Portable restrooms
Green Team
Waste management
Community Connections Center
Administration, fiscal management,
coordination
Additional FY 2018 Budget Added to the FY Operation Diversion
2017 Base
Weigand - Catholic Community Services
WCG - Green Team
Bathroom
Bio Team
Portable Toilet Rental
500 West Mitigation

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

State
Requested

$140,500

$487,500
12,131
12,131

878,056

226,656

-

8,927
8,927

10,000
10,000

-

142,045
30,700
55,975
199,545
83,075
1,200
14,282
70,845
$685,000
$10,000
$35,000
$20,000
$1,000
$60,000
$213,000
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2017/2018
Description
COMMUNITY & NEIGHOBORHOODS (Continued)
The Road Home - St. Vincent's Overflow
Base Operations
Shelter
The Road Home - Motel Vouchers
Volunteers of America - Detox Beds
Volunteers of America - Motel Vouchers
Fourth Street Clinic - Motel Vouchers
Catholic Community Services - Weigand
Center
Advantage Services - Transitional Storage
Program
Advantage Services - Provisional Supportive
Employment Program
Catholic Community Services - Weigand
Center
Catholic Community Services - Weigand
Center
The Road Home - Emergency Shelter
The Road Home - Emergency Shelter
Utah Community Action - Homelessness
Prevention Program
Utah Community Action - Tenant Based
Rental Assistance
Community and Neighborhood Sub Total
NON DEPARTMENTAL
Base Operations
Housing Authority Transitional Housing
500 West Mitigation
Non Departmental Sub Total
FY 2018 Grand Total Expenses
Reduction from the Original Plan
34 Police Officer to 27
Equipment for Officers

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

FY17/18 Base
Funding

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

State
Requested

200,000
30,000
84,000
25,000
25,000
117,000
50,000
21,248
20,000
20,000
68,065
46,500
22,000
70,000
2,420,479

-

-

-

-

-

-

83,124
47,119
130,243
11,462,303

5,197,414

1,389,710

-

(230,588)
(203,000)
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2017/2018
Description
3 FTE's in Public Services to 1 Contract employee
TOTAL

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

FY17/18 Base
Funding

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

State
Requested

(187,600)
(621,188)
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2018/2019
FY18/19 Base
Funding **

Description

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

Difference

REVENUES
Fund Balance
Operation Diversion
Funding Shortfall
Total Revenues

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

EXPENSES
POLICE
Base Staffing

Proposed Increases
New Police Officers
Vehicles and Equipment (for new officers)
Police Officers
Records
Crime Lab/Evidence
SLIC/Cameras/MCC
Analysts
GRAMA
Legal
OT for Staff Total
CCC Increases related to Operation Rio
Grande
Police Sub Total

Operations Staffing
Investigations Staffing
Grant Funded
Community Connections Center (CCC)
SLCPD Surge

3,933,580
3,427,249
87,223
665,915

1,810,588

27 New Officers
vehicles, body cameras, Radio, MDT

392,294
80,500

Police Officers
Records related to Operation Rio Grande
Crime Lab/Evidence related to Operation
Rio Grande
SLIC/Cameras/MCC related to Operation Rio
Grande
Analysts related to Operation Rio Grande
GRAMA related to Operation Rio Grande
Legal related to Operation Rio Grande
New employees (2 Office workers, 1 Social
worker/case manager, 1 LCWS)

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

259,765
8,113,967

2,543,147
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2018/2019
FY18/19 Base
Funding **

Description
FIRE
Base Staffing
Base Staffing

Fire Operations
Fire Administration
Opportunity cost for time spent on calls in
the Operation Rio Grande area. (Amount
Calls for Service & Fire Admin for Operation
calculated for Fire calls for service based on
Rio Grande
the cost recovery rate for apparatus within
the Rio Grande Area
Fire Sub Total
E-911 DISPATCH SERVICES
Calls for Service - Dispatch
911 Communications - Admin
E-911 Dispatch Services Total
JUSTICE COURT
Justice Court Costs
Justice Court Total
PUBLIC SERVICES
Equipment operating costs related to
FEMA rate for fuel replacement and
Operation Rio Grande
maintenance of current equipment.
Additional Funding for Temp Employee or
new position.
1 new Temp employee 4 hours per day @
$15/hr for 25 Days.
Personnel and equipment costs related to Waste Disposal
Operation Rio Grande
Kubota Rental
Equipment, PPE and supplies
Parks additional personnel
Parks temporary personnel
Parks PPE and supplies
Disposal costs related to Operation Rio
Grande

Two dumpsters, employee time directed
from other duties, payment of contracted
vendor (portion of the total available.)

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

Difference

327,600
457,883

785,483

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$53,128

53,128

$50,000
$18,000

18,000

$88,200
$18,000
$3,000
$13,800
$8,400
$4,800

88,200
18,000
3,000
13,800
8,400
4,800

$19,328

19,328
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2018/2019
FY18/19 Base
Funding **

Description
PUBLIC SERVICES (Continued)
Jordan River Park Cleanup

Cleanup at other Parks

Clean Up including 1 new FTE, 2 Part time
employees, supplies, equipment, dumping
fees, vehicle, etc.
Clean Up using existing staff, supplies,
equipment, dumping fees, vehicles, etc.
Probable reduction of services at other
parks.

Public Services Sub Total
REFUSE
Operation Rio Grande Related Costs
Refuse Sub Total
COMMUNITY & NEIGHOBORHOODS
Base Operations

Clean Team
Bio Team
Portland Loos
Portable restrooms
Green Team
Waste management
Community Connections Center
Administration, fiscal management,
coordination
Additional FY 2018 Budget Added to the FY Operation Diversion
2017 Base
Weigand - Catholic Community Services
WCG - Green Team
Bathroom
Bio Team
Portable Toilet Rental
500 West Mitigation

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

Difference

$140,500

$487,500
12,131
12,131

904,656

-

226,656

-

-

-

142,045
30,700
55,975
199,545
83,075
1,200
14,282
70,845
$685,000
$10,000
$35,000
$20,000
$1,000
$60,000
$213,000
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Homeless Services
Salt Lake City Costs
FY2018/2019
Description
COMMUNITY & NEIGHBORHOODS (continued)
The Road Home - St. Vincent's Overflow
Base Operations
Shelter
The Road Home - Motel Vouchers
Volunteers of America - Detox Beds
Volunteers of America - Motel Vouchers
Fourth Street Clinic - Motel Vouchers
Catholic Community Services - Weigand
Center
Advantage Services - Transitional Storage
Program
Advantage Services - Provisional Supportive
Employment Program
Catholic Community Services - Weigand
Center
Catholic Community Services - Weigand
Center
The Road Home - Emergency Shelter
The Road Home - Emergency Shelter
Utah Community Action - Homelessness
Prevention Program
Utah Community Action - Tenant Based
Rental Assistance
Community and Neighborhood Sub Total
NON DEPARTMENTAL
Base Operations
Housing Authority Transitional Housing
500 West Mitigation
Non Departmental Sub Total
FY 2018 Grand Total Expenses

FY18/19 Base
Funding **

Operation Rio
Additional
Grande
Costs Absorbed

New Funding
Sources

Difference

200,000
30,000
84,000
25,000
25,000
117,000
50,000
21,248
20,000
20,000
68,065
46,500
22,000
70,000
2,420,479

-

-

-

-

-

-

83,124
47,119
130,243
11,462,303

3,447,803

226,656

-

** FY17/18 numbers are used to represent future funding needs, the amount is only representative of the actual costs.

SLC Homeless Services FY18 & 19 Transmittal Version
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Luke, Kira
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Media
Monday, November 4, 2019 5:12 PM
Release: SLC outlines plan for 30-day housing initiative to transition individuals from
shelter to long-term housing

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
November 4, 2019
Contact: Matthew Rojas
385-228-2365 - matthew.rojas@slcgov.com
----Salt Lake City outlines plan for 30-day housing initiative to transition individuals from shelter
to long-term housing
Following the announcement that the Downtown shelter—The Road Home—will close as anticipated
following the opening of the final resource center, Salt Lake City outlined the initial plans for a multiagency and County-wide housing initiative. The short-term goal of the initiative will be to transition at
least 67 individuals from existing shelters and homeless resource centers into long-term housing in
the next four weeks.
The housing initiative, developed and to be implemented with a variety of stakeholders, will use
$436,000 of funding pledged by the State via the Department of Workforce Services. The overall goal
will be to identify a total of 123 housing units over the winter period.
Funding for the initiative will be used to provide new homeless emergency housing assistance, barrier
elimination to maximize community voucher usage, hiring additional case managers, rental
assistance, and a housing retention fund. Leaders will be proactively calling upon landlords in the
region to work with stakeholders to help find creative solutions to closing the housing gap.
Already the initiative has identified 27 individuals within the shelter system who have access to
housing vouchers but require gap financing or additional assistance to get into a housing unit.
Stakeholders will also identify 20 individuals currently in shelter and pair them with a new housing
case manager and provide them with rental assistance made available through the initiative. An
additional 20 individuals with “low barrier” needs will also receive flexible funding for emergency
housing assistance.
“Every stakeholder involved in the transition to a new model for homeless services is committed to
ensuring that anyone who needs help will receive it,” said David Litvack, Deputy Chief of Staff for
1

Mayor Jackie Biskupski, who will help oversee the effort. “We understand there is concern in the
community about the welfare of those with the least among us—we share that concern—which is why
we are working harder than ever to get people into permanent housing. In just the last few days, by
working together, we’ve developed a plan and secured funding to help 67 people.”
Following Lt. Governor Spencer Cox’s call for community leaders to reach out to landlords throughout
the region to assist with housing options, Mayor Biskupski will send a letter to the nearly 3,000
participants in Salt Lake City’s Good Landlord Program. The letter will ask them to consider putting
forward any resources or creative solutions they may have.
“As a participant in the Good Landlord Program, you have already made a commitment to be part of a
fair and equitable housing landscape in Salt Lake City,” the letter says in part. “We are asking you to
work with us to find innovative solutions to help qualified people get the housing they need.”
Mayor Biskupski also noted that while the landlords were receiving the letter as participants in the
City’s program, the scope of the housing initiative is County-wide and encourages landlords to
consider resources outside of Salt Lake City as well. Interested landlords should call the Salt Lake
City Housing Authority at 801-428-0569 if they have available units or additional questions.
###
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HOMELESS RESOURCE CENTER TRANSITION
SYSTEM UPDATE
October 30, 2019
Current Strategies to Manage Housing and Shelter Demand
•

Major housing push - up to $1 million in additional resources

•

Increase diversion strategies

•

Use hotel/motel vouchers as needed

Planned Capacity
Options

2019

November Housing Push

50-60

Homeless Resource Center Capacity —
women

240

Homeless Resource Center Capacity — men

460

Overflow Capacity (St. Vincent de Paul)

58

Hotel/Motel Vouchers

Up to 50

New Treatment Beds (Odyssey House)

Up to 78

Weigand Homeless Resource Center
overnight hours
Total

Year-over-year
Demand Comparison

2018

2019

Peak demand —
women

250

291

Peak demand — men

610

595

Total peak demand

844

884

*
808-946

*No beds, but open all night

Capacity Projections vs Actual
Strategy

Original Projections

Actual

Impact on Nightly
Bed Availability

Diversion

10%

31%

+37

Create more subsidized units

634

457

-27

Reduce length of stay

-10%

+2%

-90

Overflow Shelter

80

58

-22
-102

Call to Action
•

Community leaders are asking landlords and community members to step up and assist in a
major housing effort to get people experiencing homelessness into housing. Landlords should
call the Salt Lake City Housing Authority at 801-428-0569 if they have available units.
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City of Boise Formally Asks U.S. Supreme Court to Hear Martin Case | News | City of Boise
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City of Boise Formally Asks U.S. Supreme Court to Hear Martin Case

City of Boise Formally
Asks U.S. Supreme
Court to Hear Martin
Case
August 22, 2019

The City of Boise today led a petition for a writ of certiorari in the U.S. Supreme Court, seeking review of the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of
Appeals’ controversial decision in Martin v. City of Boise – formally asking the court to consider the case.
The 9th Circuit’s decision e ectively creates a constitutional right to camp, holding that cities cannot prevent anyone from camping until
they rst provide enough shelter beds for everyone, thus exempting public encampments from a host of public health and safety laws.
“Cities, like Boise, who are already providing forward-thinking services to those experiencing homelessness, must have all the tools
available to respond to the public health and safety dilemmas created by public encampments,” said Mayor Dave Bieter. “If the 9th
Circuit’s ruling is allowed to stand then cities will not have the tools they need to prevent a humanitarian crisis on their own streets. We
hope the Supreme Court takes this case to restore the power of local communities to regulate the use of their streets, parks, and other
public areas.”
In Martin, the 9th Circuit held, over the dissent of six judges, that enforcement of laws barring public camping and sleeping violates the
8th Amendment’s prohibition on cruel and unusual punishments if “there is a greater number of homeless individuals in [the jurisdiction]
than the number of available beds [in shelters].”
But as one of the judges who dissented from the 9th Circuit’s denial of rehearing en banc correctly predicted, the expansive rationale of
the court’s decision “has begun wreaking havoc on local governments and businesses” and, if not reversed, “will soon prevent local
governments from enforcing a host of public health and safety laws.”
“This important case is about ensuring that cities have all the tools they need to protect public health and safety,” said Theane Evangelis
of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP, counsel for Boise. “The tragedy is that the 9th Circuit’s decision harms the very people it purports to
protect. It takes away an important tool cities have to stop the proliferation of permanent encampments, which undermine cities’ e orts to
provide shelter and services to the most vulnerable.”
“The decision is unworkable in practice and is already sowing confusion across the 9th Circuit and tying the hands of cities that are being
forced to suspend enforcement of their public-camping laws. The Supreme Court should grant review to reverse the Ninth Circuit’s
decision,” added Evangelis.
Boise’s petition argues that the 9th Circuit’s unprecedented decision con icts with multiple decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court, as well
as decisions of the California Supreme Court and of the 1st, 4th, 7th, and 11th circuits. More than that, however, by creating a de facto
constitutional right to live on public sidewalks and in public parks, the court’s decision cripples the ability of the more than 1,600
municipalities in the 9th Circuit to protect the health and safety of their communities. Likewise, it impedes e orts by Boise and other cities
to connect those living anonymously and transiently in sprawling encampments with resources available to help them.
Since 2014, the City of Boise’s policy has been to suspend ticketing for camping in the city when there is no room in local homeless
shelters. In 2018, a total of 30 citations for camping were written in Boise. In all of 2017, only six citations were written.
https://www.cityofboise.org/news/mayor/2019/august/city-of-boise-formally-asks-us-supreme-court-to-hear-martin-case/
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In the meantime, the City of Boise continues to work with a wide variety of community partners to create badly needed resources for the
120-140 chronically homeless in our community. New Path Community Housing, Idaho’s rst Housing First project, opened in the fall with
room for 40 chronically homeless families and individuals. A similar project for the bene t of veterans experiencing homelessness
veterans will also be a reality in the coming months.

Martin v. City of Boise Case History
The case began in 2009, when six individuals who were cited and/or convicted under Boise’s ordinances restricting public
camping and sleeping led a Complaint against the city under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 alleging that enforcement of those ordinances
violated the 8th Amendment’s Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause.
After an initial round of litigation in both the district court and the 9th Circuit over threshold issues, the district court granted
Boise’s motion for summary judgment, holding that the plainti s could not collaterally attack their convictions through a 1983
lawsuit and that they lacked standing to seek declaratory relief.
On appeal, the 9th Circuit reversed the district court’s dismissal and held that enforcement of Boise’s ordinances constituted cruel
and unusual punishment in violation of the 8th Amendment. The 9th Circuit denied rehearing en banc on April 1, 2019 over the
vigorous dissent of six judges, thus setting the stage for Boise’s certiorari petition to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The City of Boise’s petition for a writ of certiorari is attached with this press release.
The City of Boise is represented by Theane D. Evangelis and Theodore B. Olson of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP.

Contact: Mayor's O ce Media Relations
(208) 972-8527 | mjournee@cityo oise.org
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Jean Hill and Rob Wesemann: Resource centers are
not turning away the homeless

(Francisco Kjolseth | Tribune file photo) Shelter the Homeless and Catholic Community Services of Utah hold a public open
house at the Gail Miller Resource Center on Friday, Sept. 6, 2019, with self-guided tours for the public to see the brand new
building and learn about the services that will be provided there for both men and women.

By Jean Hill and Rob Wesemann | Special to the Tribune

·

Published: 5 days ago
Updated: 5 days ago

As news reports suggest, the new homeless resource centers for women are full on a
regular basis. The strong response of women seeking access to the resource centers is
a testament to the great success of the centers in providing women with a safe place
to breathe, get their feet back under them and access the services they need to move,
permanently, out of homelessness.
What is not accurate are reports that providers turn women away when the resource
centers are full. The Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End Homelessness assures anyone
who is experiencing homelessness and the broader community that any individual
who comes to a resource center is offered shelter for the night, though perhaps not in
the preferred resource center.

https://www.sltrib.com/opinion/commentary/2019/10/31/jean-hill-rob-wesemann/
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The daily experience at each of the resource centers reminds us that moving someone
permanently out of homelessness is not a fast or easy process for many. Addressing
each individual’s specific needs takes time, especially if we seek to do so in a manner
that does not re-traumatize an individual who has been living in trauma for days,
weeks, months or even years at a time. Some women will transition out of the
resource center easily, opening a bed for someone else. Other women, and men, will
need more than a night or two.
There is a lot of understandable anxiety out there for clients as we move into an
entirely new coordinated entry system. Our partners at Utah Community Action are
working diligently to ensure that all staff are communicating that there are multiple
shelter options available even if the resource centers are full. Any person in need of
shelter or a resource center should call 801-990-9999.
Shelter is available every night and no one is turned away to the streets, though they
may not have access to their preferred location immediately. Through the
Coordinated Intake process, women have access to the two new Resource Centers,
motels or overflow shelter at St. Vincent de Paul. Women not staying in a Resource
Center can get services during the day at the Weigand Center. If the demand
continues to grow, additional options for shelter are available.
The service providers and others are reviewing data and talking on a daily basis to
develop more efficiencies within the bed management systems to ensure clients are
able to gain access to services.
The team working on the transition from the Road Home’s downtown shelter to the
new resource centers recognizes that the message on how to access shelter needs to
be strong and consistent so people experiencing homelessness know they do not have
to sleep on the streets. The transition to the new buildings, along with the transition
to a new Coordinated Entry system is evolving and improving daily. Additional space
for overflow is possible, but the more critical work is to divert people from shelter
altogether and into permanent housing solutions or residential treatment.
https://www.sltrib.com/opinion/commentary/2019/10/31/jean-hill-rob-wesemann/
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Service providers are also focused on sending a clear message to all clients that the
answer to a request for a warm place to spend the night will never be “no.” When a
person in need comes to any location, they may hear that a bed is not available “right
now” but will be later that night or in a nearby overflow location.
The Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End Homelessness brings service providers,
businesses, government leaders, people with lived experience of homelessness, faith
leaders, community advocates, and anyone else committed to ending homelessness to
the table. Together, we are working every day to make experiences of homelessness
rare, brief and non-recurring. Meeting such a goal is not easy, simple, or fast, but it is
doable if we continue to collaborate to solve both the long-term issues that lead to
homelessness and the short-term needs each individual presents at our collective
doors. If you would like to learn more or join our efforts, visit
https://endutahhomelessness.org/salt-lake-valley/ .

Jean Hill

https://www.sltrib.com/opinion/commentary/2019/10/31/jean-hill-rob-wesemann/
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Rob Wesemann

Jean Hill, government liaison for the Catholic Diocese of Salt Lake City, and Rob
Wesemann, executive director of the National Alliance on Mental Illness Utah, are
co-chairs of the Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End Homelessness.

https://www.sltrib.com/opinion/commentary/2019/10/31/jean-hill-rob-wesemann/
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OUR SHARED GOALS
Work together to make
homelessness in Utah
rare, brief and non-recurring.

Mission

C

ommunities across Utah share one common goal: to end homelessness. To get there, we must work together to
develop strategies, invest resources, and invite partners from across sectors to contribute toward this goal. We also
need to ensure that the system of services is coordinated and adequately funded to effectively support individuals and
families who face homelessness in our state.
This strategic plan establishes statewide goals and benchmarks on which to measure progress toward these goals.

Goals

1. Work together to make homelessness in Utah rare;
2. Work together to make homelessness in Utah brief;
3. Work together to make homelessness in Utah non-recurring;
4. Work together collaboratively; and
5. Work together to address homelessness in all of Utah.

The plan recognizes that every community in Utah is different in their challenges, resources available, and needs of those
who experience homelessness. The plan, therefore, emphasizes the need for local input, prioritizing and goal-setting.
To achieve our state goals, we align our state efforts with those of our partners outside of Utah. This strategic plan has
used the United States Interagency Council on Homelessness, Home, Together: The Federal Strategic Plan to Prevent and End
Homelessness, as a roadmap, along with other data points and input that help to identify existing resources, needs, and best
practices. This process has been a collaborative effort, systematically collecting data from diverse stakeholders who have
participated in the development of a joint vision for Utah. This will require support and funding from federal, state, and
local governments, private enterprises and community organizations. (For more information see Appendix 10)

Measuring Utah’s Progress
In order to measure progress towards ensuring homelessness in Utah is rare, brief and non-recurring, Utah aligns
performance with U.S Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) established System Performance
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Measures (SPM). Utah’s priority performance measures for progress were identified by comparing similar Continuum of
Care programs (CoC) in the western United States (Western CoCs) as Defined by HUD (see appendix 9). Based on this
comparison, and recognizing limited community and financial resources, Utah will measure its progress by moving the
needle on four system performance indicators:

Priority
Performance

1. Fewer days spent in emergency beds or shelters
2. Fewer persons returning to homelessness
3. Fewer first-time individuals who experience
homelessness
4. More persons successfully retaining housing

The four HUD SPMs Utah will improve in relation to priority system performance are:
1. Length of time persons remain homeless (SPM 1).
2. The extent to which persons who exit homelessness to permanent housing destinations return to homelessness
(SPM 2).
3. Number of persons who become homeless for the first time (SPM 5).
4. Successful placement in, or retention of, permanent housing (SPM 7).
Focusing on these four specific SPM does not mean disregarding additional HUD SPM. Rather, it is a strategic choice
to mobilize resources where Utah can and needs to make significant improvements in order to meet or exceed the
performance of other CoCs in the western United States. Utah communities will, therefore, prioritize their efforts and
strategies to tackle these four priority areas, while continuing to make strides on other SPM.

Utah’s 5-Year Performance Goals
Over the next five years, Utah is committed to improving the identified
SPM by 10 percent each year, or by meeting or exceeding performance
scores for Western CoCs1 (see Appendix 6, 7 and 8 for more details on these
performance goals). It is important to note that the most recent and finalized
HUD data available nationwide is for the federal fiscal year 2017, and this was
used to create the Western CoC averages and baseline data for SPM 2, 5 and
7. For SPM 1, HUD has identified a high performing community standard
that calls for an average length of time homeless of fewer than twenty days or
for reducing the average length of time homeless by at least 10 percent from
the preceding fiscal year. Utah will adopt this standard as its goal and measure
progress at both the state and Balance of State CoC (BOS), Mountainland
CoC (MTL) Salt Lake CoC (SLC). The first year of data to evaluate strategies
implemented in this plan will be reported to HUD in Federal Fiscal Year
(FFY) 2020. Comparison with other communities performance can be
evaluated once that data is published in FFY 2021.

1

See Appendix 9 for list of comparable Western CoCs.
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SPM 1 — Length of Time Persons Remain Homeless in Emergency Shelter
FFY19

YEAR 1
FFY20 GOAL

Will be available by
Spring 2020

Less than 20 days or 10% reduction from
FFY19

FFY18
SPM 1 State Average*

52

SPM 1 SLC CoC

61

SPM 1 BOS CoC

41

SPM 1 MTL CoC

13

*The state average is calculated by dividing the number of days in emergency shelter and the total number of individuals accessing emergency
shelter services statewide. Shelter is not accessed equally across the three Utah CoCs, as a result, this number differs from averaging the SPM 1
results from each CoC.

SPM 2, 5 and 7
UTAH FFY17 COMBINED COC2
AVERAGE

FFY17 WESTERN

COC AVERAGE
YEAR ONE GOAL

SPM 2

34%

17%

Reduce by 10% from FFY19

SPM 5

3,378

2,017

Reduce by 10% from FFY19

SPM 7

89%

93%

At least 93%

The state will evaluate progress annually and work collaboratively with local communities to develop performance
improvement plans and hold them accountable for making progress. Local Homeless Coordinating Committees (LHCCs)
are the designated local oversight bodies that are responsible for:
• Developing a common agenda and vision for reducing homelessness in their respective regions;
• Developing a spending plan that coordinates the funding supplied to local stakeholders;
• Monitoring the progress toward achieving state and local goals; and
• Aligning local funding to projects that improve outcomes and target specific needs in the community.

A Continuum of Care (CoC) is a regional or local planning body that coordinates housing and services funding for homeless families and
individuals. Utah is divided into three CoCs.
2
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Utah LHCCs
BRAG
WEBER
DAVIS

TOOELE

SALT
LAKE

UINTAH

MOUNTAINLAND

Continuum of Care
Balance of State — 11 LHCCs
• 25 Counties throughout the state
Mountainland — 1 LHCC

SIX COUNTY

CARBON
EMERY

• Summit County

GRAND

• Utah County
• Wasatch County
Salt Lake County — 1 LHCC
• Salt Lake County

IRON
SAN JUAN

• Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End
Homelessness

WASHINGTON

What Utah Community Needs Aren’t Being Met

Service
Gaps

1. Affordable Housing, Permanent Supportive Housing and
Emergency Beds
2. Mental Health Services and Substance Use Disorder
Treatment
3. Case Management
4. Prevention, Diversion, and Outreach Services
5. Data Systems that Capture More of the Full Story
6. Available Transportation

Communities across Utah are working hard to minimize the number of individuals and families that experience
homelessness and to provide an array of services to help those that have fallen into homelessness. While homelessness
looks different from community to community, LHCCs relay serious gaps in service delivery that impede efforts to address
homelessness effectively (see Table 1 for a summary of gaps by LHCC).
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Gap 1: Affordable Housing, Permanent Supportive Housing and Emergency Beds
• UTAH NEEDS AFFORDABLE HOUSING TO SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENT A HOUSING FIRST

APPROACH

Research and practice strongly support a Housing First approach to addressing homelessness. This means providing
stable housing as a first step and following up with an appropriate continuum of supportive services. Utah’s Housing First
approach is challenged by the lack of housing that is affordable for individuals and families currently facing homelessness,
particularly in urban areas where jobs are available. With increased pressure on the housing market, landlords prefer to
rent to individuals who can pay a higher rate instead of accepting housing vouchers. Landlords are also less likely to rent
to individuals and families with poor credit, an unfavorable renting history (i.e., eviction), a criminal history or have limited
income. Lack of affordable housing increases the length of time that individuals spend homeless, which continues to
increase the number of people who qualify as chronically homeless.
• URBAN AND RURAL UTAH NEED PERMANENT SUPPORTIVE HOUSING

Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) is an effective way to stabilize and house individuals experiencing homelessness who
are in the most need and who subsequently are our highest priority. PSH offers chronically homeless individuals housing
and supportive services that help build independent living. The lack of available PSH seriously undermines efforts to
minimize the number of chronically homeless. This gap diverts housing resources needed for less vulnerable individuals
experiencing homelessness and sets the high-need/high-priority individuals up for failure.
• RURAL COMMUNITIES NEED INCREASED EMERGENCY BEDS AND SHELTER CAPACITY

The lack of available shelter beds contributes to the rising number of transient homeless populations, or those that move
from their home community to another in search of shelter. Utah communities share how individuals experiencing
homelessness lose their network of social support (i.e., relatives and friends) in their transition, which further challenges
their ability to step out of homelessness.

Gap 2: Mental Health Services, Substance Use Disorder Treatment and Healthcare
• UTAH NEEDS GREATER ACCESS TO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES AND SUBSTANCE USE

TREATMENT

According to the 2018 Point in Time Count (PIT), one in three individuals experiencing homelessness in Utah is severely
mentally ill, and one in four have a substance use disorder. LHCCs identify the lack of specialized substance use services
and mental health services for individuals experiencing homelessness as a direct obstacle to reducing the number of
homeless. Additionally, individuals who experience homelessness are less likely to access healthcare systems and to suffer
from preventable diseases. The service gap is particularly pronounced in Utah’s rural areas.

Gap 3: Case Management
• THE UTAH HOMELESS SERVICE SYSTEM NEEDS TO FUND AND RETAIN CASE MANAGERS

Case management is an essential service and component of health and human service organizations. In homeless services,
case management focuses on assessing the individual needs of a client, developing treatment or service goals and plans,
monitoring those services and compliance, connecting clients to the homeless service system and providing emotional
support to those experiencing homelessness.
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While crucial to providing effective services, there is a limited supply of case managers in Utah for two reasons:
First, case managers are often paid low wages that do not commensurate with their experience, the amount of work
performed, and the physical and psychological demands of their service to a vulnerable population.
Second, the limited pool of case managers leads to overloads of assigned clients. Unreasonably high client loads then lead
to staff burnout and high turnover rates. Service providers and homeless individuals experience additional challenges in
navigating homeless service systems effectively when they are not consistently assigned to one case manager.

Gap 4: Diversion, Prevention and Outreach Services
• UTAH NEEDS TO INVEST IN DIVERSION, PREVENTION AND OUTREACH

Communities widely identify the increasing need to fund services that help divert individuals and families who are at the
point of spending a night unsheltered or entering a shelter for housing options. There is also a need to engage in wider
community efforts to prevent housing crises from occurring, and specifically to prevent individuals with such crises from
experiencing homelessness. A third distinct but related need to diversion and prevention is engaging in outreach work—
finding and connecting with individuals experiencing homelessness and directing them to appropriate services. However,
the funding supply for these types of interventions has diminished significantly due to a need to focus on imminent needs.
Utah communities highlight the strong connection between prevention, diversion and outreach services and minimizing
homelessness, and specifically the need for financial resources to fund this type of service.

Gap 5: Data Systems that Capture More of the Full Story
• UTAH NEEDS BETTER DATA COLLECTION TO SUPPORT LOCAL PRIORITIZATION

There is wide agreement among Utah communities and service providers across the sectors that data is important and
helps inform policymakers, funders, citizens and others about the realities facing those who experience homelessness.
However, there are multiple sources for homelessness data and different systems that track data for homeless services. The
Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) records data on homeless services for HUD reporting, and is typically
viewed as the sole source for homelessness data. HMIS does not capture the full story of the work done to support the
needs and challenges of persons experiencing homelessness, and the total numbers of those experiencing homelessness.
Additionally, PIT data collection occurs at a time (middle of winter) that is particularly disadvantageous for rural
communities who are unable to locate and accurately count those experiencing homelessness.
Data integration between different state and local data systems is challenging for the identified reasons:
1. Not all service providers enter data into HMIS (i.e., domestic violence shelters, providers who do not receive
federal or state funds, school districts, etc.);
2. Quantitative measures are objective but do not capture narrative of people experiencing homelessness;
3. Client duplication occurs due to not having a common personal identification number across systems;
4. Data in HMIS is self-reported by the client and not necessarily verified by providers. Often, individuals
experiencing homelessness do not have verification of identity. Not requiring verification ensures there is not a
barrier to receiving services; and
5. Data provided by homeless service providers has not always been complete or accurate.
CoCs are largely supportive of making improvements to HMIS but are limited by a lack of financial resources to customize
existing software, manage information systems, and hire additional and necessary HMIS staff to support LHCCs.
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Gap 6: Available Transportation
• UTAH NEEDS TRANSPORTATION SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS EXPERIENCING

HOMELESSNESS AND RECENTLY HOUSED INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES

While public transportation systems are available in urban areas, suburban and rural communities in Utah identified the
need for a transportation system or plan that allows those experiencing homelessness to access providers, employment,
and housing. The lack of transportation impedes the ability of service providers to ensure the continuum of care of those
experiencing homelessness by: 1) inability to connect with the client; 2) client is unable to keep with employment schedule;
and 3) client failing to maintain treatment. While communities recognize that the investment of public transportation
systems in rural areas is not immediately financially feasible, an investment in small-scale transportation arrangements (i.e.,
financial support for provider fleet vehicles) can be a realistic solution.

Table 1: Identified Service Gaps by LHCC
Gap 1

Gap 2

Gap 3

Gap 4

Gap 5

Gap 6

Bear River AOG

X

X

X

Davis

X

X

X

X

X

Salt Lake

X

X

X

X

X

Grand

X

X

X

X

X

Iron

X

X

X

X

X

Carbon/Emery

X

X

X

X

X

Weber

X

X

X

X

X

Uintah

X

X

X

X

X

Washington

X

X

X

X

X

Tooele

X

X

X

X

X

X

San Juan

X

X

X

X

X

X

Mountainland

X

X

X

X

X

Total

12

11

12

7

12

X

X

X

9

*Six County LHCC is not currently active - No data collected
Source: Utah Strategic Plan Research Team, 2019
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UTAH’S STRATEGIC PLAN

T

he timeline for implementation of objectives and strategies outlined under each goal will be determined by the
SHCC Strategic Plan Implementation Committee and other lead agents. Lead agents and agencies will identify
recommendations for policy evaluation and changes. Several of the strategies outlined as ways of driving down the
occurrence of homelessness in Utah will also work to make episodes of homelessness shorter. Entrusting local leaders to
support local homeless needs is as important for making homelessness in Utah brief as it is for minimizing the occurrence
of homelessness in the first place. Because the particular and specific characteristics and needs of homeless populations
vary greatly across the state, every Utah LHCC will need to adapt the state vision in accordance with their own priority
needs and efforts. Flexibility in funding allocation and prioritization of resources to support less-resourced communities
will help make homelessness brief in all of Utah.
The work to support positive tenant and landlord relations is key both to addressing length of homelessness episodes and
making homelessness rare. For individuals who face imminent homelessness or who are homeless for the first time, tenant
and landlord conflict resolution and rapid rehousing are critical efforts. The ability to rapidly rehouse Utah families and
individuals, making homelessness brief, relies solely on encouraging and supporting landlords participation. The adoption
of policies protecting landlords and tenants, along with the creation of statewide mitigation funds to help cover costs that
landlords may accrue, are important building blocks in the strategy to make homelessness in Utah both rare and brief.
Finally, transitioning persons who have experience in homelessness with a ‘warm handoff’ between institutions and service
providers, is as critical to making their homelessness brief as it is to reduce the overall prevalence of homelessness.

Goal 1: Work Together to Make Homelessness in Utah RARE
Service Gaps Addressed:
•
•
•

Mental Health Services and Substance Use Disorder Treatment Service
Prevention, Diversion, and Outreach Services
Data Systems that Capture More of the Full Story

Priority Performance: Fewer first-time individuals who experience
homelessness
SPM Baseline: Number of persons who become homeless for the first time (SPM 5) in
Utah for FFY17, averaged for the three CoC’s is 3,378. Benchmark will be
reestablished using FFY19 SPM by spring of 2020.
Benchmark: Reduce by 10 percent from the preceding fiscal year.
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See Table 2, Appendix 8
The primary strategies for making homelessness in Utah rare occurrence are:
A.

Incentivize and develop affordable housing.
The state of Utah is in desperate need of affordable housing to drive down the number of first-time homeless and
the number of persons who return to homelessness after receiving services. Currently, the number of people that
are homeless for the first time is 3,378. Implementing the strategies below will help us meet our 10 percent target of
3,040 individuals. The steps to implement this strategy are:
Take inventory of available housing and collect robust housing data. Effective planning and management
of affordable housing development requires adequate and accurate data. The current bed count does not adequately
capture the housing need and misrepresents the relationship between the type of housing needed and resources
available, particularly in rural Utah. Creating an inventory of occupancy rates, the number of units available, type of
housing, the average cost of housing available, and the average cost of living across LHCCs is, therefore, necessary.
This data collection shall inform and facilitate short- and long-term affordable housing development across Utah.
• Utah LHCCs will collaborate with housing partners to take inventory of available housing resources,
report this data annually to the state, and use data in their own strategic priorities to connect available
housing resources to individuals experiencing homelessness.
• The State Homeless Coordinating Committee (SHCC) will summarize and make the housing inventory
data reported by LHCCs publically available.
• The LHCCs will collaborate with local housing partners, towns and municipal governments to find joint
solutions to the shortage of affordable housing inventory that will increase opportunities for individuals
experiencing homelessness to access housing.
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B. Support positive tenants and landlords relations
A primary homelessness prevention strategy is mediation, which helps tenants and landlords manage their
relationships and resolve disputes before an eviction occurs.
Adopt Policies that Protect Landlords and Tenants. Clarifying Utah regulations regarding eviction, the
responsibilities of tenants and strengthening regulations regarding discriminating practices among landlords will
reduce conflicts between tenants and landlords.
• LHCCs will collaborate with local housing partners to identify strategies that strengthen both tenant
and landlord protections in Utah including the reevaluation of the Good Landlord Law(s) to prevent
discrimination against tenants.
C. Increase outreach to connect individuals experiencing homelessness with mental health services and
substance use treatment
A large percentage of individuals experiencing homelessness face mental health and substance use disorder
challenges. In order to drive down the number of chronically homeless, first-time homeless and the number of
persons who return to homelessness, Utah needs to increase access to treatment and supportive housing. Steps to
implement this strategy include:
Take inventory of available supportive services. We need a better picture of service availability in order
to effectively connect individuals to needed mental health and substance use disorder resources in a timely and
effective way. An accessible and up-to-date inventory together with the proposed “warm handoff” approach will
increase access to services for homeless families and individuals across Utah.
• LHCCs will conduct a robust inventory of the services available to individuals experiencing homelessness
within their jurisdiction, including the name of the provider, type of service rendered, cost of service and
other key details. This information will be made public and kept up-to-date to effectively match needs
with available resources and facilitate information and resource sharing within and among LHCCs.
• LHCCs will engage in a gap analysis to map unmet service provision needs among the local homeless
populations. The service resource inventory and the service gap analysis will be reported to the SHCC
and used to determine funding priorities for the next fiscal year.
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Increase access to mental health, substance use and
healthcare services. Significant populations of homeless
individuals in Utah experience mental health and/or substance use
challenges and are challenged with access to healthcare services.
The combination of greater access to these services and affordable
housing to place families and individuals has the potential to greatly
decrease the overall number of homeless individuals and increase
the number of homeless individuals who remain successfully
housed.
• The SHCC will use the LHCC service provision gap
analysis to prioritize LHCC funding requests (made to
the state of Utah), as well as to inform the public and
stakeholders across the public, private and nonprofit sectors
of the gap in needed services so they can partner to meet
this need.
• Department of Human Services will fund resources and
leverage federal resources to increase access to mental
health and substance use treatment for individuals
experiencing homelessness.
• Utah’s Department of Health should use the recent
expansion of Medicaid to fund housing supports that
include case management services and increase access to
mental health, substance use and healthcare services for those adults who qualify for Medicaid.
• Utah Department of Health will actively pursue health insurance providers operating in Utah who do
not comply with the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity Act (MHPAEA) and the Affordable Care
Act’s essential health benefit requirements, which requires equal treatment options, benefits in mental
health and substance use disorders as well as other chronic diseases covered by a plan. Utah Insurance
Department should examine MHPAEA compliance with regard to public sector group health plans and
private group health plans.
• Utah Department of Health will work to find collaborative solutions to increase access to healthcare
for individuals and families experiencing homelessness, including the sharing of information between
divisions to understand the healthcare needs of the homeless population and report to the SHCC.

EMPOWER
LOCAL
LEADERSHIP
TO MEET
LOCAL
NEEDS.

Empower local leadership to meet local needs. The particular and specific characteristics and needs of the
homeless populations in local areas in Utah vary considerably as do the service provider resources.
• LHCC chair(s) or designee(s) will participate in the Utah Homeless Network (see page 19).
• Where possible by statute, state funding will remain flexible in the variety of LHCC programs funded as
long as the proposed efforts are in alignment with this plan’s strategies and identified system performance
priorities.  
D. Prevent institutional homelessness.
A large portion of those at risk of homelessness are currently being housed and cared for by an institution, or are
housing-insecure and regularly receiving services in a formal setting. Identifying persons who are at high risk of
becoming homeless as they leave hospitals, jails, prisons, group homes or treatment centers, and making sure they do
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not go from institution to homelessness is a highly effective way to make homelessness in Utah rare, brief and nonrecurring. Important steps to this strategy are:
Understand emerging populations that may experience homelessness. In some parts of the state, it is
common for two or more families to live in a single-family home and for significant numbers of youth to be sleeping
on a friend’s couch. Other sister states began tracking this population of other homeless individuals and families to
keep up with emerging and new waves of potential individuals stepping into unsheltered homelessness.  
• The SHCC will work with stakeholders and other state agencies to understand the incidence of these
growing populations and to develop strategies to address service needs.
Transitioning each person experiencing homelessness and receiving services with a warm handoff3
or referral. The practice of a warm handoff has been successfully promoted in some LHCCs and increases the
likelihood that, particularly those identified as high priority/high need, get to their appointments, job interviews,
follow-up appointments and check-ups from service providers, thereby safeguarding an effective investment of
resources and improved outcomes. Successful warm handoff practices already exist in Utah, and this will be modeled
and taught to other LHCCs.
• LHCC service providers who use a warm handoff approach will model and teach to other LHCCs about the
practice.
• LHCC service providers will utilize HMIS or other case management system referrals for service coordination.

Goal 2: Work Together to Make Homelessness in Utah BRIEF
Service Gaps Addressed:
•
•

Affordable Housing, Permanent Supportive Housing and Emergency Beds
Case Management

Priority Performance: Fewer days spent in emergency beds or shelters.
SPM Baseline: Length of time persons remain homeless (SPM 1) indicates that
the average length of stay in an emergency shelter statewide in FFY18 was
52 days in FFY18. Benchmark will be reestablished using FFY19 SPM by
spring of 2020.
Benchmark: Fewer than twenty days or 10 percent reduction from preceding
fiscal year.

A warm handoff is a transfer of care between two homeless service providers, where the handoff occurs in front of the individual or family
experiencing homelessness.
3
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See Table 4, Appendix 8
While driving down the actual number of persons who become homeless for the first time, who are recurrently homeless
or who are chronically homeless, the State of Utah is going to pursue the following strategies to ensure that homeless
episodes are as brief as possible:
Increase the number of emergency beds and receiving centers in rural Utah. LHCCs should identify
and define appropriate standards for the provision of emergency shelter and other temporary accommodations,
addressing the physical environments, service strategies, operational
protocols and performance expectations.
• Resources should be directed toward enhancing the emergency
shelter capacity drawing on a low-barrier approach in rural
LHCCs.
Increase investments in PSH across all of Utah. Available
housing resources need to be targeted and appropriate, based on
the needs of those experiencing homelessness. PSH is an effective
way to stabilize and house those experiencing homelessness who are
high-need and high-priority, and provides these individuals a path
to independent living. The lack of PSH leads to clients in need of
intensive, wrap-around services to be housed using Rapid Rehousing
programs meant to serve lower need individuals.
• The Public Housing Authorities will work collaboratively with
housing partners to find joint solutions to the shortage of PSH.
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Goal 3: Work Together to Make Homelessness in Utah NON-RECURRING
Service Gaps Addressed:
•
•
•

Affordable Housing, Permanent Supportive Housing and Emergency Beds
Case Management
Available Transportation

Priority Performance: : Fewer persons returning to homelessness, and
more persons successfully retaining housing.
SPM Baseline: The Extent to which Persons Who Exit Homelessness to Permanent
Housing Destinations Return to Homelessness (SPM 2). In FFY17 an average
of 34 percent of persons who exit homelessness to permanent housing
destinations return to homelessness. Benchmark will be reestablished using
FFY19 SPM by spring of 2020.
Benchmark: Reduce by 10 percent from the preceding fiscal year.

See Table 2, Appendix 8
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Priority Performance: : Fewer persons returning to homelessness, and
more persons successfully retaining housing.
SPM Baseline: Successful Placement in, or Retention of, Permanent Housing (SPM
7). In FFY17, on average Utah CoC’s had 89 percent of persons who were
housed in permanent housing projects other than rapid rehousing exited to
or retained permanent housing.
Benchmark: Utah average meets or exceeds FFY17 Western CoC average
of 93 percent.

See Table 2, Appendix 8
Many of the strategies that prevent first-time homelessness also work to prevent recurring homelessness.
In order to decrease the number of persons who return to services after first coming in contact with the homeless services
system it is important to prevent institutional homelessness; i.e., homelessness among persons who are discharged from a
medical treatment facility, released from jail, prison or detox or who exit foster care, is critical to preventing homelessness
in populations at high risk of recurring homelessness. Transitioning individuals who are being discharged, released or who
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are exiting an institutional setting with a warm handoff will prevent first-time homelessness and reduce the number of
subsequent returns to homelessness.
In addition to these previously outlined strategies access to transportation is a factor that will help move the needle on
returns to homelessness specifically.

INCREASE
ACCESS TO
TRANSPORTATION

COCs implement Coordinated Entry policies and strengthen
resources
Coordinated Entry effectively identifies the appropriate service is accessible
no matter where or how people present. Coordinated Entry processes
help communities prioritize assistance based on vulnerability and severity
of service needs to ensure that people who need assistance the most can
receive it in a timely manner.   
• LHCCs will evaluate and implement Coordinated Entry policies.
• LHCCs will continue or develop a Coordinated Entry system
approach among service providers the way it is currently set up
in Utah. While some LHCCs across Utah struggle to have enough
providers to make this an effective practice, the coordinated entry
model is working effectively in most LHCCs across Utah and is
making needs assessments and prioritizations possible.
• Funding awarded by SHCC, cities, and counties for homeless
services require the service provider to participate in local
Coordinated Entry.

Increase access to transportation.
When previously homeless individuals become stabilized, get access to
services and seek or gain employment, transportation becomes a key
stumbling block to keeping appointments, utilizing services and staying
employed. The shortage of public transportation outside the larger urban areas in Utah impacts not only the
general population but also individuals experiencing homelessness who are working towards self-sufficiency. Smallscale transportation arrangements such as provider fleet vehicles can ensure access to needed support and to
employers participating in efforts to minimize homelessness.
• LHCCs will establish financially feasible solutions to transportation needs for coordinating services and
self-sufficiency.

Goal 4: Work Together COLLABORATIVELY
One of the most effective ways of improving system performance is collaboration across boundaries. In homeless services
it means, making sure all those who touch the lives of those experiencing homelessness are connected and sharing
information and resources.
Service Gaps Addressed:
•
•

Prevention, Diversion, and Outreach Services
Data Systems that Capture More of the Full Story
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In addition to the previously mentioned strategy of transitioning those experiencing homelessness with a ‘warm handoff’
as a strategy to minimize the prevalence of homelessness, stakeholders commit to:
Develop a Utah Homeless Network that fosters connections across jurisdictions. The network
will support connections across the LHCCs, CoCs and the State of Utah to 1) share best practices, 2) learn
from others doing innovative work, 3) understand changing trends in homeless populations, and 4) build a social
network of professional support.
• The new Utah Homeless Network will build on existing efforts organized by the Housing and
Community Development Division (HCD) of the Utah Department of Workforce Services, including
the annual Homeless Summit, the periodic gathering of the three CoC leadership, and the work of the
SHCC. The Utah Homeless Network will include, and is not limited to the following representatives:
o Department of Workforce Services, Housing and Community Development Staff
o HUD Collaborative Applicant Staff
 Balance of State CoC
 Mountainland CoC
 Salt Lake CoC
o Bear River Association of Governments
LHCC Chair
o Carbon/Emery LHCC Chair
o Davis LHCC Chair
o Grand LHCC Chair
o Iron LHCC Chair
o Mountainland LHCC Chair
o Salt Lake LHCC Chair
o San Juan LHCC Chair
o Six County LHCC Chair
o Tooele LHCC Chair
o Uintah LHCC Chair
o Washington LHCC Chair
o Weber LHCC Chair
• The Utah Homeless Network will facilitate capacity building through learning exchanges between service
providers that identify practices working successfully in parts of the state. The learning exchanges can
also involve LHCCs coordinating and collaborating on strategies, resource use and collaborative funding
applications.
• The Utah Homeless Network will also function as a statewide advocate on homeless issues and as an entity
that can educate the broader citizenry about the needs, challenges and opportunities in serving Utahns
experiencing homelessness (see Appendix 3 for a statewide network example).
Expand effectiveness of the State Homeless Coordinating Committee (SHCC). The SHCC is the
strategic hub for the work on homelessness in the state and approves funding of homeless initiatives. SHCC
will work with the LHCCs on aligning funding, policy and outcomes based on local gap analyses. As part
of this Statewide Strategic Plan on Homelessness, the State of Utah, through the SHCC, will adopt as its
mission to make homelessness in all of Utah rare, brief and non-recurring, and direct resources and support
to this mission.
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•
•

•

The Governor of Utah will direct Utah state agencies and departments to adopt and adhere to a Housing
First approach and develop plans to alleviate homelessness in Utah.
The SHCC will work with other state agencies and departments to connect statewide service systems
including health, human services, corrections, education and Workforce Services through data sharing
and integration to better understand the magnitude, needs and challenges of individuals experiencing
homelessness in Utah.
The SHCC will leverage its composition of community leaders as well as key statewide department
leadership to increase collaboration and coordination to connect state service systems and integrate
statewide data systems. The committee will also work collaboratively with other existing committees
working to address key aspects of the needs of Utah’s homeless population.

STATE HOMELESS COORDINATING COMMITTEE
State Homeless
Coordinating Committee

Data
Leadership
Committee

HMIS Steering
Committee

Allocation
Committee

Utah
Homeless
Network

Support Agency:
Department
of Workforce
Services, Housing
and Community
Development

State Plan

Implementation

Committee

Support
Activities

Salt Lake County
System LHCC

Mountainland
System LHCC

• Salt Lake Valley
Coalition to End
Homelessness

• Utah, Wasatch and
Summit Counties
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Balance of State
System LHCCs
Bear River
Davis
Uintah
Carbon &
Emery
• San Juan
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Weber
Washington
Grand
Six County
Iron
Tooele

Promote cross-sectoral stakeholder involvement in LHCCs. Effective collaboration and
coordination to minimize homelessness occurs when there is buy-in and involvement of stakeholders
from the public, nonprofit and private sectors in the work and leadership of the LHCC. The increased
strategic responsibility along with funding opportunities directed at LHCCs to fulfill the state mission on
homelessness warrant a more concerted effort at the local level.
• LHCCs will be led or co-led by a local elected representative (political leader). The LHCCs
should have representation from government agencies, leaders of nonprofit service providers,
housing authorities, housing developers, housing service providers, local health care providers,
law enforcement, citizens and currently or formerly homeless individuals. It is recognized that
not all communities are led by an elected official and have representation of key service providers
existing in their community.
• LHCCs will note in their developed plan who will be involved in their LHCC governing board.

PROMOTE
COLLABORATION
TO MINIMIZE
HOMELESSNESS.
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LHCC MODEL
Dept. of Health
Dept. of Corrections
Dept. Workforce Services

•

Dept. of
Human Services

•
•
•
•
•

Elected Official Chair

•

PURPOSE

Vice-Chair

•

• Develop and implement local homeless plan

Businesses

•

• Use Homeless Management Information
System to report and manage results

Homeless or
Formerly Homeless

•

• Develop a “pathway” to self-reliance for the
homeless

Faith Based Orgs

•

•

United Way

•
•
•
•

Financial Institutions

• Prioritize and coordinate funding to implement
supportive service programs to reduce and
prevent homelessness

Schools/Education

Local
Government Leaders

•

• Develop and implement measurements and
benchmarks

Providers
Colleges/
Tech. Schools

•

•

Housing Authorities
Police/Sheriff

Domestic Violence

•

•

Service Agencies

Native American Housing
Authorities

Community Clinics/Hospitals

Assess the implementation and impact of the Statewide Strategic Plan on Homelessness.
In the implementation of the Statewide Strategic Plan on Homelessness, HCD Division of Workforce
Services, will work with service providers to develop contract measures and targets associated with funding
allocations. Workforce Services will ensure that contract performance measures are appropriate and that
performance targets are in alignment with the LHCCs priorities and targets, and that funding allocations
and contracts align with this strategic plan.
• After its initial roll-out, the Statewide Strategic Plan on Homelessness and its implementation will
be reviewed and revised if necessary, to address important developments, after a two-year period.
The Statewide Strategic Plan will thereafter be reviewed on a five-year basis to assess progress
toward goals and working effectiveness.
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Communicate Progress Through a State Dashboard. Communicating progress on the strategic
goals and service gaps will serve as an important public education and accountability tool. The state
dashboard will be one way to share information between LHCCs, CoCs, state agencies, other stakeholders
and the public. Appendix 5 of this plan includes best practices on the design and potential contents of the
dashboard.
• The State Homeless Coordinating Committee, through HCD and Workforce Services, will
enhance the existing public dashboard that communicates the progress made to achieve the goals
of this strategic plan.

Goal 5: Work Together to Address Homelessness in all of Utah
Service Gaps Addressed:

•
•

Data Systems that Capture More of the Full Story
Prevention, Diversion, and Outreach Services

Homelessness exists in all corners of our state, communities and neighborhoods. In order to move the needle on
homelessness in Utah, we need to have a better sense of how these populations are dispersed and what they need. Moving
the needle also means seeking local knowledge and supporting local priorities, because homelessness and homeless needs
look quite different across our state.
Along with strategies to understand emerging populations that may soon come to experience homelessness, a greater
emphasis on local prioritization and flexible funding use for LHCCs as well as increased investments in permanent
supportive housing across all of Utah, a few strategies in particular will help address homelessness across the entire state:  
Capture rural homelessness in Utah. Rural communities have been at a disadvantage logistically with the
annual PIT count because they frequently do not have shelters, for which a winter PIT was designed. This timing
makes finding and counting individuals experiencing homelessness in rural areas a greater challenge. By extension,
rural communities have received inadequate funding to meet the homeless population needs that increase in
warmer seasons.
• LHCC led effort to count homeless individuals and families in the summer may be instituted as
determined by the LHCC in order to get a more accurate count of homeless people, particularly in rural
areas. This summer count is in addition to the annual PIT count required by HUD. The summer PIT
data may be used by LHCCs to understand changing trends in populations, for prioritizing services
for SHCC grant applications, and for other purposes that the LHCC may see as advantageous. If an
LHCC determines that a summer PIT count will be instituted, they will coordinate with the SHCC Data
Leadership Committee.
Increase efforts to connect service systems through data integration. There is strong support from
LHCCs to strengthen local ties and networks through data sharing. While there are clear obstacles such as legal
and ethical considerations, service providers are interested in finding innovative data sharing solutions to better
serve clients, improve coordination, increase understanding of the causes of homelessness and reduce duplication
of services and overall costs. Data integration would make it easier to avoid institutional homelessness, created
when individuals exit the criminal justice system, the health care system or state foster care system.
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•

•
•

•

The SHCC Data Leadership Committee will include, and is not limited to: Department of Workforce
Services, Department of Health, Department of Human Services, Department of Corrections and
Department of Technology Services. This committee will collaborate in an increased effort to connect
statewide service systems.
Two levels of data need to be integrated, between individual service providers across communities (i.e.,
case management data sharing system) and at the system level across major statewide service systems.
The SHCC will support and fund the piloting of a software solution that responds to this case
management data sharing need within at least one community in the state and to later replicate and
model successes with the rest of the state. Existing interest and discussion about case management data
integration in Salt Lake County suggest this community may be appropriate to to pilot a state-funded and
supported software solution.
With support from the SHCC, HCD and Workforce Services will leverage being the central warehouse of
the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) for all three Continuums of Care (CoCs) in Utah
to find ways of connecting data to other state housed data from other service systems.

Supporting less-resourced communities, particularly in rural Utah. Homelessness in smaller urban
and rural communities has been poorly captured by the HUD mandated PIT Count. Poorly substantiated data,
fewer local resources to apply for Federal funding and an inequitable representation of rural interests at the state
level have left homeless needs in rural LHCCs under-addressed. Those LHCCs that do not have strong service
capacity need more support to build local commitment and homeless service systems.  
• The Utah Homeless Network will identify Federal resources and tools targeted toward supporting rural
communities, currently available to states, and use or redirect them to fund homeless services in rural
Utah.
• Increased state funding will be used to strengthen and empower less-resourced communities and LHCCs.
SHCC will consider prioritization of funding when appropriate for LHCCs that do not qualify yet for
competitive federal grant funding, to help them reach prioritized strategic goals including, but not limited
to, becoming competitive federal grant applicants. These funds will seek to strengthen homeless servicing
capacity in a way that the LHCCs themselves have identified as priorities and key strategic goals.
• City and County officials will work in their LHCCs to ensure that local funding and resources are
leveraged in fulfilling their LHCCs goals in addressing homelessness.
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THE STATE
WILL EVALUATE
PROGRESS
ANNUALLY.

IMPLEMENTATION MAP FOR THE STATE OF
UTAH STRATEGIC PLAN ON HOMELESSNESS

I

n order to implement the objectives and strategies outlined in this strategic plan to improve the statewide system
performance measures, the state will utilize the following table as a map for specific measures and the leading agents or
committees responsible for each action step. Implementation timeframes will be reevaluated and adjusted as needed on an
annual basis.
The state will evaluate progress annually and work collaboratively with local communities to develop performance
improvement plans and hold them accountable for making progress. Local Homeless Coordinating Committees (LHCCs)
are the designated local oversight bodies that are responsible to:
• Develop a common agenda and vision for reducing homelessness in their respective regions;
• Develop a spending plan that coordinates the funding supplied to local stakeholders;
• Monitor the progress toward achieving state and local goals; and
• Align local funding to projects that are improving outcomes and targeting specific needs in the community.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1:
WORKING TOGETHER TO
MAKE HOMELESSNESS
IN UTAH RARE
Priority Performance: Fewer first-time individuals who experience homelessness
SPM Baseline: Number of persons who become homeless for the first time (SPM 5)
Benchmark: Reduce by 10 percent from the preceding fiscal year.
Strategy
A.0.

Proposed Measurement

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

Incentivize and develop affordable housing

Take inventory of
available housing
and collect robust
housing data.

B.

Action

Utah Local Homeless Coordinating Committees (LHCCs)
Number of completed
will collaborate with local housing experts to take
inventories
inventory of available housing resources, report this data
annually to the state, and use data in their own strategic
priorities to connect available housing resources to
individuals experiencing homelessness.

· LHCCs

February
2020

The State Homeless Coordinating Committee (SHCC)
will summarize and make the housing inventory data
reported by LHCCs publicly available.

Number of completed
inventories publicly
posted

· SHCC
· Dept. of Workforce
Services, Housing and
Community Development
(Workforce Services-HCD)

October 2020

The SHCC will collaborate with housing partners to find
joint solutions to the shortage of affordable housing
inventory that will increase opportunities for individuals
experiencing homelessness to access housing.

Increase in affordable
housing units

· SHCC
· Workforce Services-HCD

Ongoing

Decrease in number of
individuals experiencing
homelessness for the
first time

· Public Housing Authorities October 2021
· Non-profits
· Workforce Services-HCD

Support positive tenants and landlords relations

Adopt Policies that The local housing partners will identify strategies to
Protect Landlords strengthen both tenant and landlord protections in
and Tenants.
Utah and evaluate Good Landlord Law(s) to prevent
discrimination against tenants.
Create Statewide
Mitigation
Funds to Help
Cover Costs for
Landlords.

The SHCC will coordinate with the existing Section
Increased state and local · SHCC
8 Landlord Incentive Program to include persons
funding for landlord
· Olene Walker Housing
experiencing homelessness or establish a similar
incentives
Loan Fund
statewide mitigation fund to offset costs for high turnover
· Workforce Services-HCD
and property damages related to housing formerly
homeless individuals.
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October 2021

Strategy
C.

Action

Proposed Measurement

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

Increase outreach to connect individuals experiencing homelessness with mental health services and substance use treatment

Take inventory
of available
supportive
services.

Increase access
to mental health,
substance use
and healthcare
services.

LHCCs will conduct a robust inventory of the services
available to individuals experiencing homelessness
within their jurisdiction, including the name of the
provider, type of service rendered, cost of service,
and other key details. This information will be made
public and kept up-to-date to effectively match needs
with available resources and facilitate information and
resource sharing within and among LHCCs.

Completed inventory of
services in each LHCC

· LHCCs

October 2021

LHCCs will also engage in a gap analysis to map unmet
service provision needs among the local homeless
populations. The service resource inventory and the
service gap analysis will be reported to the SHCC.

Completed gap analysis
in each LHCC

· LHCCs

October 2021

The SHCC will use the LHCC service provision gap analysis
to prioritize LHCC funding requests (made to the state of
Utah), as well as to inform the public and stakeholders
across the public, private and nonprofit sectors of the gap
in needed services so they can partner to meet this need.

SHCC Allocation
Committee fully
implements LHCC
funding prioritization
process

· SHCC Allocation
Committee
· Workforce Services-HCD

May 2021

Department of Human Services will fund resources and
leverage federal resources to increase access to mental
health and substance use treatment for individuals
experiencing homelessness.

Funding inventory and
plan developed

· Department of Human
Services

October 2021

Utah’s Department of Health should use the recent
Plan developed and
expansion of Medicaid to fund housing supports that
reported to SHCC
include case management services and increase access to
mental health, substance use, and healthcare services for
those adults who qualify for Medicaid.

· Department of Health

October 2020

Utah Department of Health will actively pursue health
Plan developed and
insurance providers operating in Utah who do not comply reported to SHCC
with the Mental Health Parity and Addiction Equity
Act (MHPAEA) and the Affordable Care Act’s essential
health benefit (EHB) requirements, which requires
equal treatment options, benefits in mental health, and
substance use disorders as well as other chronic diseases
covered by a plan. Utah Insurance Department should
examine MHPAEA compliance with regard to public sector
group health plans and private group health plans.

· Department of Human
Services
· Department of Health

October 2020

Utah Department of Health will work to find collaborative Plan developed and
solutions to increase access to healthcare for individuals reported to SHCC
and families experiencing homelessness, including the
sharing of information between divisions to understand
the healthcare needs of the homeless population and
report to the SHCC.

· Department of Health

October 2020
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Proposed Measurement

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

Strategy

Action

Empower local
leadership to
meet local needs.

Each LHCC will identify a Chair or designee to participate
in the Utah Homeless Network.

Network formed and
active

· LHCCs

October 2020

Where possible by statute, state funding will remain
flexible in the variety of LHCC programs funded as long
as the proposed efforts are in alignment with this plan’s
strategies and identified system performance priorities.

Increase in flexible state
funding

· SHCC
· Workforce Services-HCD

October 2021

· Department of Corrections October 2021
· Department of Health
· Department of Human
Services

D. Prevent institutional homelessness.
Understand
emerging
populations that
may experience
homelessness.

The SHCC will work with stakeholders and other state
agencies to understand the incidence of these growing
populations and to develop strategies to address service
needs.

Strategies developed
and implemented

Transitioning
each person
experiencing
homelessness
and receiving
services with a
warm handoff or
referral.

LHCC service providers who use a warm handoff
approach will model and teach to other LHCCs about the
practice.

Number of trainings and · LHCCs
workshops provided

October 2021

LHCC service providers will utilize HMIS or other case
management system referrals for service coordination.

Number of referrals
made

October 2021
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· LHCCs

STRATEGIC GOAL 2:
WORKING TOGETHER TO
MAKE HOMELESSNESS
IN UTAH BRIEF

Priority Performance: Fewer days spent in emergency beds or shelter
SPM Baseline: Length of time persons remain homeless (SPM 1)
Benchmark: Fewer than 20 days or 10 percent reduction from preceding fiscal year
Strategy

Action

Proposed Measurement
Increased emergency
shelter capacity

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

· Balance of State LHCCs

October 2021

Increase the
number of
emergency beds
and receiving
centers in rural
Utah.

Resources should be directed toward enhancing the
emergency shelter capacity drawing on a low-barrier
approach in rural LHCCs.

Increase
investments in
PSH across all of
Utah.

The Public Housing Authorities will work collaboratively
Number of PSH units
with state and local partners to find joint solutions to the
shortage of PSH.

· Public Housing Authorities October 2021
· Utah Housing Corporation
· Workforce Services-HCD

Increase
investments
in case
management.

Financial resources will be prioritized for case managers
in order to make a well-structured system function
effectively to minimize homelessness.

· SHCC
· SHCC Allocation
Committee
· Cities
· Counties
· Private Funding
· Non-profit Funding
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Amount of funding
prioritized for case
management – Utilizing
ratio of case managers
to clients

May 2020

STRATEGIC GOAL 3:
WORKING TOGETHER TO
MAKE HOMELESSNESS IN
UTAH NON-RECURRING

Priority Performance: Fewer persons returning to homelessness, and more persons successfully retaining
housing
SPM Baseline: The Extent to which Persons Who Exit Homelessness to Permanent Housing Destinations
Return to Homelessness (SPM 2)
Benchmark: Reduce by 10 percent from the preceding fiscal year
SPM Baseline: Successful Placement in, or Retention of, Permanent Housing (SPM 7)
Benchmark: Utah’s average meets or exceeds FFY17 Western CoC average of 93 percent
Strategy
COCs implement
Coordinated
Entry policies
and strengthen
resources.

Increase access to
transportation.

Action

Proposed Measurement

LHCCs will evaluate and implement Coordinated Entry
policies.

Proposed Agencies/Committees

Implemented
by

Implementation of
Coordinated Entry
policies in each LHCC

· LHCCs

October 2020

LHCCs will continue or develop a Coordinated Entry
Implementation of
system approach among service providers the way it
Coordinated Entry
is currently set up in Utah. While some LHCCs across
policies in each LHCC
Utah struggle to have enough providers to make this an
effective practice, the coordinated entry model is working
effectively in most LHCCs across Utah and is making
needs assessments and prioritizations possible.

· LHCCs

October 2020

Funding awarded by SHCC, cities, and counties require
the service provider to participate in local Coordinated
Entry.

All contracts for
homeless services
require coordinated
entry

· SHCC
· Workforce Services-HCD

October 2020

LHCCs will establish financially feasible solutions to
transportation needs for coordinating services and selfsufficiency.

Number of completed
transportation gap
analyses

· LHCCs

October 2020
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STRATEGIC GOAL 4:
WORKING TOGETHER
COLLABORATIVELY

Strategy
Develop a Utah
Homeless Network
that fosters
connections across
jurisdictions.

Expand representation on and effectiveness of the
State Homeless
Coordinating Committee (SHCC).

Action

Proposed Measurement

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

The new Utah Homeless Network will build on existing
Number of trainings
efforts organized by Workforce Services-HCD, including
provided
the annual Homeless Summit, the periodic gathering of
the three Continuums of Care leadership, and the work of
the SHCC.

· LHCCs
· Collaborative Applicants
· Workforce Services-HCD

October 2020

The Utah Homeless Network will facilitate capacity
building through learning exchanges between service
providers that identify practices working successfully
in parts of the state. The learning exchanges can
also involve LHCCs coordinating and collaborating on
strategies, resource use and collaborative funding
applications.

Number of trainings
provided

· Utah Homeless Network
· Homeless Service
Providers

October 2020

The Utah Homeless Network will also function as a
statewide advocate on homeless issues and as an
entity that can educate the broader citizenry about the
needs, challenges, and opportunities in serving Utahns
experiencing homelessness (see Appendix 3 for a
statewide network example).

Number of trainings
provided

· Utah Homeless Network

October 2020

· SHCC

October 2019

As part of this Statewide Strategic Plan on Homelessness, Strategic Plan and
the State of Utah, through the SHCC, will adopt as its
Mission adopted by
mission to make homelessness in all of Utah rare, brief,
SHCC
and non-recurring and direct resources and support to this
mission.
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Strategy
CONTINUED
Expand representation on and effectiveness of the
State Homeless
Coordinating Committee (SHCC).

Promote
cross-sectoral
stakeholder
involvement in
LHCCs.

Action

Proposed Measurement

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

The Governor of Utah will direct Utah state agencies and
departments to adopt and adhere to a Housing First
approach and develop plans to alleviate homelessness in
Utah.

Governor declaration
released

· Governor of Utah

October 2020

The SHCC will work with other state agencies and
departments to connect statewide service systems
including health, human services, corrections, education,
and workforce services through data sharing and
integration to better understand the magnitude, needs,
and challenges of individuals experiencing homelessness
in Utah.

Analysis completed

· SHCC Agency Executive
Directors
· SHCC Data Leadership
Committee

October 2020

The SHCC will leverage its composition of community
Integrated data and
leaders as well as key statewide department leadership to case management
increase collaboration and coordination to connect state
system
service systems and integrate statewide data systems.
The committee will also work collaboratively with other
existing committees working to address key aspects of the
needs of Utah’s homeless population.

· SHCC Agency Executive
Directors

October 2021

LHCCs will be led or co-led by a local elected
representative (political leader). The LHCCs should have
representation from government agencies, leaders of
nonprofit service providers, housing authorities, housing
developers, housing service providers, local health care
providers, law enforcement, citizens and currently or
formerly homeless individuals. It is recognized that not
all communities are led by an elected official and have
representation of key service providers existing in their
community.

LHCC Performance
improvement plans
developed

· LHCCs
· Workforce Services-HCD

October 2021

LHCCs will note in their developed plan who will be
involved in their LHCC governing board.

LHCC Performance
improvement plans
developed

· LHCCs

October 2021
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Proposed Measurement

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

Strategy

Action

Assess the
implementation
and impact of
the Statewide
Strategic Plan on
Homelessness.

After its initial roll-out, the Statewide Strategic Plan
on Homelessness and its implementation will be
reviewed, and revised if necessary, to address important
developments, after a two-year period. The Statewide
Strategic Plan will thereafter be reviewed on a five-year
basis to assess progress toward goals and working
effectiveness.

Evaluation of
implementation map
completed

· SHCC
· Workforce Services-HCD

October 2021

Communicate
Progress
Through a State
Dashboard.

The State Homeless Coordinating Committee, through
Workforce Services-HCD, will enhance the existing public
dashboard that communicates the progress made to
achieve goals of this strategic plan.

Existing public
· SHCC
dashboard includes
· Workforce Service-HCD
strategic plan measures

October 2020
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STRATEGIC GOAL 5:
WORKING ADDRESS
HOMELESSNESS IN ALL
OF UTAH

Strategy

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

· LHCCs
· HMIS Committee
· SHCC Data Leadership
Committee

October 2021

Action

Proposed Measurement

Capture rural
homelessness in
Utah.

An LHCC led effort to count homeless individuals and
families in the summer may be instituted as determined
by the LHCC in order to get a more accurate count
of homeless people, particularly in rural areas. This
summer count is in addition to the annual PIT count
required by HUD. The summer PIT data may be used by
LHCCs to understand changing trends in populations, for
prioritizing services for SHCC grant applications, and for
other purposes that the LHCC may see as advantageous.
If an LHCC determines that a summer PIT count will
be instituted, they will coordinate with the SHCC Data
Leadership Committee.

Number of LHCCs who
conduct a summer PIT
Count

Increase efforts
to connect service
systems through
data integration.

The SHCC Data Leadership Committee will include, but
SHCC Data Leadership
is not limited to: Department of Workforce Services,
Committee formed
Department of Health, Department of Human Services,
Department of Corrections and Department of Technology
Services will collaborate in an increased effort to connect
statewide service systems.

· Department of Workforce October 2020
Services
· Department of Health
· Department of Human
Services
· Department of Corrections
· Department of Technology
Services
· HMIS Steering Committee

Two levels of data need to be integrated, between
individual service providers across communities (i.e., case
management data sharing system) and at the system
level across major statewide service systems.

· Department of Workforce October 2020
Services
· Department of Health
· Department of Human
Services
· Department of Corrections
· Department of Technology
Services
· HMIS Steering Committee
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SHCC Leadership
Committee
recommends data
points to be integrated

Strategy
CONTINUED
Increase efforts
to connect service
systems through
data integration.

Supporting
less-resourced
communities,
particularly in
rural Utah.

Proposed Agencies/
Committees

Implemented
by

The SHCC will support and fund the piloting of a software Software evaluation
solution that responds to this case management data
done by SHCC
sharing need within at least one community in the state
Leadership Committee
and to later replicate and model successes with the rest
of the state. Existing interest and discussion about case
management data integration in Salt Lake County suggest
this community may be appropriate to pilot a statefunded and supported software solution.

· SHCC
· Workforce Services-HCD
· HMIS Steering Committee

October 2020

With support from the SHCC, Workforce Services-HCD will
leverage being the central warehouse of the Homeless
Management Information System (HMIS) for all three
Continuums of Care (CoCs) in Utah to find ways of
connecting data to other state housed data from other
service systems.

Software evaluation
done by SHCC
Leadership Committee

· SHCC Data Leadership
October 2020
Committee
· HMIS Steering Committee
· Department of Technology
Services

The Utah Homeless Network will identify Federal
resources and tools targeted toward supporting rural
communities, currently available to states, and use or
redirect them to fund homeless services in rural Utah.

Evaluation of funding
resources completed

· Utah Homeless Network
· SHCC Allocation
Committee

October 2020

Increased state funding will be used to strengthen and
empower less-resourced communities and LHCCs. SHCC
will consider prioritization of funding when appropriate
for LHCCs that do not qualify yet for competitive federal
grant funding, to help them reach prioritized strategic
goals including, but not limited to, becoming competitive
federal grant applicants. These funds will seek to
strengthen homeless servicing capacity in a way that the
LHCCs themselves have identified as priorities and key
strategic goals.

Evaluation of funding
resources completed

· SHCC
· Workforce Services-HCD

October 2020

City and County officials will work in their LHCCs to
ensure that local funding and resources are leveraged in
fulfilling their LHCCs goals in addressing homelessness.

LHCC Performance
improvement plans
developed

· SHCC
· LHCCs

October 2020

Action

Proposed Measurement
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APPENDIX 1: METHODOLOGY

T

he University of Utah research team designed and implemented a multiple-methods approach to study the needs of
those experiencing homelessness in Utah and strategies for minimizing homelessness. The research team consisted
of Dr. Jesus N. Valero and Dr. Lina Svedin, both assistant and associate professors (respectively) in the Department of
Political Science, as well as 10 graduate research assistants: Rachel Black, Andrea Bradley, Daniela Chapman, Kelbe
Goupil, Georgina Griffith, Lynda Horne, Jeffrey Johnson, Nancy Proctor, Holly Richardson and Miles Southworth. The
research process began in mid-May 2019.
The methods used in this plan included the following processes:
•

First, a study of existing state and federal policies, reports and publications relating to individuals and families
experiencing homelessness. This step included capturing the magnitude of the problem and trends on homeless
populations and subpopulations by analyzing data from the Continuum of Care (CoC) Program of HUD.
Performance of Utah CoCs was compared to national averages as well as to similar communities within states in the
Western U.S. Census Region.4

•

Second, using the Western U.S. Census Region as a sampling frame, a total of nine5 existing statewide strategic plans
in other states were collected, reviewed, and analyzed.

•

Third, with the partnership and support of staff in the Division of Housing and Community Development of the
Utah Department of Workforce Services, a total of 14 focus groups were held across the State of Utah. A total of 170
individuals representing nonprofit organizations, government, citizens and other stakeholders’ participation in focus
groups. Specifically, focus groups were organized with 12 out of 13 LHCC, and these groups consisted of individuals
representing homeless service providers, government leaders and other key stakeholders within their jurisdiction (see
table 41a for a demographic profile of participants). Additional focus groups were held with the leadership of the three
CoCs in Utah (Salt Lake County, Mountainland, and Balance of State) and with frontline employees of homeless
services in Salt Lake County.

The research team led the conversation using a semi-structured facilitation guide consisting of questions on 1) conditions
in their community, how homeless individuals enter service system, existing and needed resources; 2) process of
working together and ways of improving service coordination; 3) measuring impact and benchmarks; and 4) other
topics of interest. Focus group meetings last on average 1.5 hours, conversations were recorded and transcribed,
and qualitative data was analyzed using coding processes.
•

Finally, the research team conducted in-person and telephone interviews with two key government officials with
subject matter expertise on homeless policy from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and the
U.S. Interagency Council on Homelessness. Interviews were semi-structured with open-ended questions and lasted one
hour (on average).   

Region 4 or West Census Region includes: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, New Mexico, Montana, Oregon, Utah,
Nevada, Washington and Wyoming
5
States with statewide plans include: Alaska, Arizona, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Wyoming and Washington
4
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Table 1a: Demographic Profile of Focus Group Participants
Frequency N
Gender
Race/Ethnicity
Constituency

Percent %

Male

72

42%

Female

99

58%

White

148

87%

Nonwhite

22

13%

Government

69

41%

Nonprofit

86

51%

Education

6

4%

Citizen

7

4%

Other

2

1%

170

100%

TOTAL
Source: Utah Strategic Plan Research Team, 2019

APPENDIX 2: REPRESENTATION OF LHCCS
IN STATE HOMELESS COORDINATING
COMMITTEE
Number of Voting Members in
State Committee

Local Homeless Coordinating Committee
Bear River Association of Governments
Weber County
Davis County
Tooele County
Uintah County Association of Governments
Six County Association of Governments
Iron County
Washington County
Carbon/Emery Counties
Grand County
San Juan County
Mountainland CoC
Salt Lake County

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
4

Source: Utah Code 35A-8-691
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APPENDIX 3: EXAMPLE OF A STATEWIDE
HOMELESS NETWORK
Texas Homeless Network
Website: https://www.thn.org
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APPENDIX 4: HMIS PROVIDERS

T

his strategic plan endorses no particular HMIS provider. Instead, the list below is intended to be an information list of
potential HMIS providers that can be utilized to manage the homeless information system.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mediware - ServicePoint
Bitfocus - Clarity Human Services
VisionLink- CommunityOS
Belldata - Client Services Network
Eccovia Solutions – Client Track
Social Solutions
Foothold Technology - AWARDS

APPENDIX 5: DASHBOARD BEST PRACTICES

T

he purpose of a dashboard is to communicate information in a visual way to make evidence-based decisions. Thus,
everything that is needed to make that decision will be available at a glance. While purposes of a dashboard are
varied, it is recommended that the State develop a dashboard for strategic purposes—that is, to view performance of
communities and assess progress towards strategic goals identified in this plan and through local efforts. A few best
practices on designing a dashboard include6:
1. Refreshed every year to include the most recent annual data.
2. Data is transformed into consumable information for lay people.
3. Trends and patterns are identified visually.
4. Data helps guide the decisions of policymakers, funders and other key stakeholders.
5. Those viewing the data are able to increase knowledge and learning of the policy issue.
6. Ensuring all data is found within a single screen so that users can analyze information, compare and develop
conclusions (fragmentation of data causes confusion and challenges the ability to analyze).
7. Choosing the right type of graph for the data; introducing more variety is not necessarily a good thing.
In general, dashboards are not about flashy designs or beautiful aesthetics, but about presenting data in the right format,
so that users can read data accurately and clearly to ultimately leave users better informed and knowledgeable.
After reviewing a number of existing dashboards in Western CoCs7 and in other areas of the US, a number of data points
became common:
1. Total number of homeless individuals in the State and by region.
2. Cost of housing services, successful exit, etc.
Smith, V. S. (2013). Data dashboard as evaluation and research communication tool. In T. Azzam & S. Evergreen (Eds.), Data
visualization, part 2. New Directions for Evaluation, 140, 21–45.
7
See Appendix 9 for list of Western CoCs
6
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3. Cost of housing vs. wages/earnings in the state.
4. Number of individuals housed.
5. Progress on specific priorities or objectives
a. Housing development
b. Outreach
c. Reducing specific subpopulations such as Veterans or Mentally Ill.
. Highlight successful communities.
. Progress towards 10 percent goal on SPM 1,2,5 and 7.
Below is a list of dashboards that are utilized as samples and not endorsements of effective or impactful illustrations of
information. Lessons can be learned and ways of presenting can be adopted for Utah-specific dashboards:

Community

Website

Washington

https://public.tableau.com/profile/comhau#!/

Oregon

https://public.tableau.com/profile/oregon.housing.and.community.services#!/
vizhome/InformationDashboardPITCount_1/Point-in-TimeCount

California

https://www.lahsa.org/dashboards?id=31-adults
https://everyoneinla.org/count/
https://www.rtfhsd.org/resource-library/regional-reports/homeless-dashboard/

Texas

http://www.homelesshouston.org/continuum-of-care/dashboards-2/may-2018system-performance-dashboards/

Canada

http://canatx.org/dashboard/our-basic-needs-are-met/
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APPENDIX 6: COMPARISON OF SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE MEASURES8 BY WESTERN
COCs9 (AVERAGES)
State

SPM 1 SPM 2

SPM
2%

SPM 3

SPM
4.3

SPM
4.3%

SPM
4.6

SPM
4.6%

SPM 5

SPM 7

SPM
7%

Arizona

49

278

16%

4055

107

33%

124

39%

4284

1084

94%

Alaska

44

135

18%

3845

33

43%

29

44%

2610

300

84%

California

74

105

17%

1476

67

39%

47

34%

1325

394

95%

Colorado

115

154

17%

4686

59

17%

131

29%

3468

294

95%

Hawaii

100

461

19%

4353

20

11%

143

37%

2892

692

93%

Idaho

59

140

12%

1552

30

39%

45

43%

1442

338

97%

Montana

99

12

1%

555

59

24%

59

14%

1454

3

43%

Utah

39

546

34%

4748

44

27%

60

41%

3378

817

89%

Nevada

48

231

19%

1782

16

27%

15

24%

1260

341

91%

New Mexico

40

154

16%

1837

103

40%

109

41%

2010

961

94%

Oregon

37

104

13%

1886

38

26%

41

37%

2226

356

94%

Washington

66

342

14%

4551

105

36%

97

32%

4932

1165

92%

Wyoming

46

219

37%

2695

1

9%

11

16%

2218

58

95%

Western
Average

66

169

17%

2219

60

34%

56

35%

2017

485

93%

For an explanation of each SPM see: https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/3890/system-performance-measures-in-context/
Western CoCs are determined using the U.S. Census Bureau, and compared to similarly sized CoCs within that region. More
information is contained within Appendix 9.
8
9
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APPENDIX 7: COMPARISON OF SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE MEASURES BY UTAH COCS
SPM
1

SPM
2

Salt Lake City &
County CoC

67

1007

Utah Balance of
State CoC

39

Provo/
Mountainland
CoC
Utah

SPM
2%

SPM 3

SPM
4.3

SPM
4.3%

SPM
4.6

39%

9081

103

27%

54

421

24%

3892

3

5%

11

210

39%

1272

25

39

546

34%

4748

44

SPM
4.6%

SPM
5

SPM 7

SPM
7%

34%

5457

2008

94%

81

42%

3566

230

87%

49%

44

47%

1110

214

86%

27%

60

41%

3378

817

89%

APPENDIX 8: MEASURING AND
BENCHMARKING OUTCOMES LOCALLY
Utah’s System Performance Measures
Utah compares well on HUD System Performance Measures (SPM) to averages in other similar sized Western
Continuums of Care10 (see Table 2). Specifically, Utah as a whole fares well in the average days that an individual is
homeless (SPM 1) and the total number of persons who exit permanent housing to a permanent housing destination or
maintain their housing is about 68 percent greater than the Western CoC average (SPM 7, count). While service providers
and communities will be commended for these positive outcomes, Utah must continue to improve in the number of days
that an individual is homeless (SPM 1) and do better in three SPM: individuals that return to homelessness in 24 months
(SPM 2), number of first-time homeless (SPM 5), and number of individuals with successful retention or exit to permanent
housing (SPM 7).

HUD categorizes the jurisdiction of Continuums of Care as: 1) Major Cities, 2) Smaller Cities, Counties, and Regional CoCs, and 3) Balance of
State and Statewide CoCs. All Utah CoCs fall under category 2 and 3. Thus, similar western CoCs are those CoCs that are either category 2 or 3.
Averages were calculated by Western states by including all category 2 and 3 CoCs within each state. See Appendix 9 for a complete list of CoCs
used to calculate the Western State Averages.
10
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Table 2: Comparing SPM (Percent Scores11), Federal Fiscal Year 201712
Description

Western
CoCs

Utah
Average

SLC CoC

ES-SH Avg (Days)

66

39

67

39

11

Percent Returns in 24 months (should
include both the 6- and 12-month
cohort)

17%

34%

39%

24%

39%

SPM 2
(Count)

Total Persons Returns in 24 months
(should include both the 6- and
12-month cohort)

169

546

1007

421

210

SPM 5  

ES-SH-TH-PH 1st Time Homeless

2017

3378

5457

3566

1110

SPM 7
(Percent)

Percent with Successful PH Retention or
Exit

93%

89%

94%

87%

86%

SPM 7
(Count)

Total Persons Exited PH to permanent
destinations or Remained in PH for 6+
months (measure excludes PH-RRH)

485

817

2008

230

214

SPM 1  
SPM 2
(Percent)

BOS
CoC

MTL
CoC

Source: U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
SPM 1: Emergency Shelter/Safe Haven average days.
SPM 2: Percent person returns to homelessness in 24 months (This measure looks at clients who exited to permanent housing
destinations during the fiscal year two years prior to the current reporting period, and then reports on how many return to the homeless service
system. As a result, the numbers reported for a particular year are the outcomes of clients who exited two years prior. E.g. if the current reporting
period is FFY 2020 the measure is reporting on persons who exited to permanent housing destinations in FFY 2018.)
SPM 5: Total first time homeless [Emergency Shelter, Safe Haven, Transitional Housing, Permanent Housing].
SPM 7: Total persons with successful retention of housing or exits from permanent housing to another permanent housing
destination.

Not all system performance measures are reported and data available by HUD in percentage form; thus, raw score is included in Table 2 where
applicable.
12
2017 data consists of numbers reported between federal fiscal year 2017 (July 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017)
11
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Priority System Performance Measures
Based on a comparison of Utah’s performance on HUD SPM to other similar Western CoCs, and realizing limited
community and financial resources, the state will prioritize making homelessness rare, brief and non-recurring in Utah by
focusing on the following system performance indicators:
SPM 1: 10 percent reduction each year in emergency shelter/safe haven average days.
SPM 2: 10 percent reduction each year in returns to homelessness in 24 months.
SPM 5: 10 percent reduction each year of persons experiencing homelessness for the first time.
SPM 7: Meet or exceed the Western CoC Benchmark of 93 percent of total persons with successful retention of housing
or exits from permanent housing to another permanent housing destination.
A focus on these three areas does not signal a disregard for the remaining SPMs. Rather, this plan communicates the
strategic decision to address and mobilize resources towards areas where Utah can make significant improvements to meet
or exceed the performance of other similarly sized cities and statewide CoC in western states. Utah communities will,
therefore, prioritize their efforts and strategy to tackling these three priority areas while continuing to make strides in other
SPM.

STATEWIDE BENCHMARKS
How Benchmarks Were Identified
The State of Utah will benchmark its performance and specifically the performance of its CoC and by extension the
LHCCs across the state, to CoC in other states that are most similar in at least two dimensions: 1) size of the jurisdiction
of CoC, and 2) region of the U.S.
First, Utah’s Salt Lake County and Mountainland CoCs are categorized by HUD as smaller cities, counties and regional
CoCs. Additionally, Utah’s Balance of State falls under the HUD category of Balances of State or statewide CoCs. Thus,
Utah’s benchmarking will incorporate CoCs of similar HUD categorization: smaller cities and Balances of State.
Second, Utah’s geographic location automatically places the state in comparison with neighboring states. For example,
Utah is a member of the US Western Census region, and HUD’s and the US Interagency Council on Homelessness
regions places Utah in a region comprising western states as well. Thus, Utah’s benchmarking will incorporate similar size
CoCs found in western states, including: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, New Mexico, Montana,
Oregon, Utah, Nevada, Washington and Wyoming.
Both of these qualifiers taken together resulted in a total of 58 CoC within the 12 western states, and this list of CoC is
found in appendix 9.
The SPM for each Continuum of Care found in each state was utilized to calculate the state average in terms of percent
and total raw numbers of how those states are overall are performing on the various HUD SPM as included in tables 2
and 3. Appendix 6 provides details on the performance of these western states when compared to Utah.
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Utah’s 5-Year Performance Goals
Utah will improve its performance by one of the following metrics: 1) achieving or exceeding the same score as the average
for similar western states, or by 2) improving the score by at least 10 percent each year of the five-year period of this
strategic plan. Table 3 outlines FFY17 performance of Utah on the priority measures and the targets to be achieved within
five years.  

Table 3: System Performance Goals for Utah

Description

Western
States

FFY17
Utah
Average

SPM 1  

ES-SH Avg (Days)

66

52

Fewer than 20 days or 10 percent
reduction from preceding fiscal year

SPM 2
(Count)

Total Persons Returns in 24 months
(should include both the 6- and
12-month cohort)

169

546

10 percent reduction from preceding
fiscal year

SPM 5  

ES-SH-TH-PH 1st Time Homeless

2017

3378

10 percent reduction from preceding
fiscal year

SPM 7
(Percent)

Percent with Successful PH
Retention or Exit

93%

89%

Meet or exceed Western CoCs
Benchmark of 93%

SPM 7
(Count)

Total Persons Exited PH to
485
permanent destinations or Remained
in PH for 6+ mos (measure excludes
PH-RRH)

817

899

5 year 10% change goal

Table 4: System Performance Measure 1 for FFY18

FFY18

FFY19

SPM 1 State
Average

52

Will be available by Spring 2020

SPM 1 SLC

61

SPM 1 BOS

41

SPM 1 MTL

13
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Year 1
FFY20 Goal
Less than 20 days or 10% reduction from
FFY19

Accountability Process
Overall, the state’s goal is to reduce SPM 1, 2 and 5, and to increase measure 7. The state is responsible for overseeing
yearly progress by assessing whether LHCCs are moving in the right direction. Specifically, at the end of the first year
of this plan’s implementation and every year thereafter, the state will conduct performance reviews of each LHCC to
evaluate whether state funded programs and others are proving effective interventions to achieve priority goals. Where
necessary, the state will work collaboratively with each LHCC to develop performance improvement plans that at a
minimum include: 1) performance areas needing improvement, 2) collaborative strategies for improving performance, 3)
stakeholders involved and responsible, 4) reporting requirements and 5) timeline for achieving results.
LHCCs funded by the state that fail to make improvements as outlined on performance improvement plans may lose
funding for programs or initiatives proven to be ineffective interventions.
Local Priority Setting
Based on LHCC input, there is a strong consensus among local service providers that progress will be measured by
comparing the localities’ performance to itself (year-to-year) rather than comparing it to another local’s performance or to
another state’s performance. Because conditions vary greatly across localities, stakeholders feel that meaningful progress
can and will be measured against what the community feels are priorities with regard to the community’s homeless needs.
Looking at other states that have statewide strategic plans on homelessness, none of them have chosen to pick specific
target numbers—rather, they are emphasizing which direction they are trying to drive the numbers and the resulting
experiences for persons in their communities that face homelessness. LHCC in some states have reported that their efforts
to reach specific target numbers turned out to be a mistake that quickly warranted revisions of their plans.
HUD has also not set specific numbers or benchmarks by which communities will assess their performance. Like existing
statewide plans, HUD has encouraged communities to think about increasing or decreasing SPM as a way of assessing
performance and minimizing homelessness in their community. Most recently, the U.S. Interagency Council (USICH) on
Homelessness released its new strategic plan on homelessness, Home Together (the strategic plan adopted by the Council for Fiscal
Years 2018-2022), it also does not prescribe specific targets.
Allowing the CoCs and LHCCs as communitites select priorities and programs that will address this plan’s system
performance priorities is a more effective way forward. Each LHCC will link their strategic priorities in homeless services
to Utah’s priority measures and targets.
This brings local priority setting in line with the recommended increase in local control and responsibility concerning
strategically prioritizing efforts to address homelessness in each community. This will allow for targeted efforts even with
limited resources, and progress will be measured on the effects the community cares about most.
The first year of this strategic plan will serve as the benchmark year for the LHCCs performance on its selected priority
goals. The strength in trends that the LHCCs see over time will indicate whether the work is sufficiently impactful or if
the LHCC will revisit how it seeks to address its strategic priorities. At this point it will be important to determine whether
more effective measures are needed or if additional resources are needed to fully implement measures that are deemed
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effective, but for other reasons have fallen short. A review of the trends on the 2-3 strategic priorities and their outcomes,
linked to system priority areas, will take place yearly into this new benchmarking and evaluation process. For this process to
work, LHCC must commit to collecting accurate data, identifying reasonable targets and conducting analyses of this data.
In addition, the state will collaborate with LHCCs to develop performance improvement plans to identify strategies and
solutions to improve next year’s performance as noted above.
The strategic work and the performance of LHCCs across Utah and the progress towards addressing the priority SPM will
be reported to the SHCC. See Figure 1 for an example of how an LHCC identifies priorities, measures of performance
and connects priorities to key HUD SPM.

Figure 1: Example of LHCC and Identification of Priorities, Measures, and Connection to HUD
System Performance Measures and Benchmarks.

Source: Utah Strategic Plan Research Team, 2019
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APPENDIX 9: LIST OF STATES AND COCS
INCLUDED IN WESTERN STATES13 (N = 61
CONTINUUMS OF CARE IN 12 WESTERN U.S.
STATES)
State

CoC Name14

CoC Number

AK

Anchorage CoC

AK-500

AK

Alaska Balance of State CoC

AK-501

AZ

Arizona Balance of State CoC

AZ-500

CA

Santa Rosa, Petaluma/Sonoma County CoC

CA-504

CA

Richmond/Contra Costa County CoC

CA-505

CA

Salinas/Monterey, San Benito Counties CoC

CA-506

CA

Marin County CoC

CA-507

CA

Watsonville/Santa Cruz City & County CoC

CA-508

CA

Mendocino County CoC

CA-509

CA

Turlock, Modesto/Stanislaus County CoC

CA-510

CA

Stockton/San Joaquin County CoC

CA-511

CA

Daly/San Mateo County CoC

CA-512

CA

Visalia/Kings, Tulare Counties CoC

CA-513

CA

Roseville, Rocklin/Placer, Nevada Counties CoC

CA-515

CA

Redding/Shasta, Siskiyou, Lassen, Plumas, Del Norte, Modoc, Sierra Counties
CoC

CA-516

CA

Napa City & County CoC

CA-517

CA

Vallejo/Solano County CoC

CA-518

CA

Chico, Paradise/Butte County CoC

CA-519

Western States include states that fall within Region 4: West as defined by the U. S. Census. States included in Region 4 are: Arizona, Colorado,
Idaho, New Mexico, Montana, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming, Alaska, California, Hawaii, Oregon and Washington. More information may be found:
https://www2.census.gov/geo/pdfs/maps-data/maps/reference/us_regdiv.pdf
14
The State of Utah only contains two CoC types, Smaller Cities, Counties, and Regional CoCs and Balance of State and Statewide CoCs, as
defined by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development for the 2017 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR). The AHAR
categories determine how each CoC was categorized in the FFY17 SPM. Only CoCs that match the same categories in Utah were included in this
analysis. Further information may be found on page 16 of The 2017 Annual Homeless Assessment Report (AHAR) to Congress PART 1: Point-inTime Estimates of Homelessness, found at https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/2017-AHAR-Part-1.pdf.
13
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State

CoC Name14

CoC Number

CA

Merced City & County CoC

CA-520

CA

Davis, Woodland/Yolo County CoC

CA-521

CA

Humboldt County CoC

CA-522

CA

Colusa, Glenn, Trinity Counties CoC

CA-523

CA

Yuba City & County/Sutter County CoC

CA-524

CA

El Dorado County CoC

CA-525

CA

Amador, Calaveras, Mariposa, Tuolumne Counties CoC

CA-526

CA

Tehama County CoC

CA-527

CA

Alpine, Inyo, Mono Counties CoC

CA-530

CA

Santa Ana, Anaheim/Orange County CoC

CA-602

CA

Santa Maria/Santa Barbara County CoC

CA-603

CA

Bakersfield/Kern County CoC

CA-604

CA

Pasadena CoC

CA-607

CA

Riverside City & County CoC

CA-608

CA

San Bernardino City & County CoC

CA-609

CA

Oxnard, San Buenaventura/Ventura County CoC

CA-611

CA

Glendale CoC

CA-612

CA

Imperial County CoC

CA-613

CA

San Luis Obispo County CoC

CA-614

CO

Colorado Balance of State CoC

CO-500

HI

Hawaii Balance of State CoC

HI-500

HI

Honolulu City and County CoC

HI-501

ID

Boise/Ada County CoC

ID-500

ID

Idaho Balance of State CoC

ID-501

MT

Montana Statewide CoC

MT-500

NM

New Mexico Balance of State CoC

NM-501

NV

Reno, Sparks/Washoe County CoC

NV-501

NV

Nevada Balance of State CoC

NV-502

OR

Eugene, Springfield/Lane County CoC

OR-500

OR

Medford, Ashland/Jackson County CoC

OR-502

OR

Central Oregon CoC

OR-503
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State

CoC Name

CoC Number

OR

Oregon Balance of State CoC

OR-505

OR

Hillsboro, Beaverton/Washington County CoC

OR-506

OR

Clackamas County CoC

OR-507

UT

Salt Lake City & County CoC

UT-500

UT

Utah Balance of State CoC

UT-503

UT

Provo/Mountainland CoC

UT-504

WA

Washington Balance of State CoC

WA-501

WA

Spokane City & County CoC

WA-502

WA

Tacoma, Lakewood/Pierce County CoC

WA-503

WA

Everett/Snohomish County CoC

WA-504

WA

Vancouver/Clark County CoC

WA-508

WY

Wyoming Statewide CoC

WY-500

APPENDIX 10: CONNECTING UTAH’S
STRATEGIC PLAN ON HOMELESSNESS WITH
THE FEDERAL PLAN ON HOMELESSNESS

T

he overarching mission and vision of the federal plan and that of Utah’s state plan are aligned, but Utah’s more
modest vision is based on the state’s current conditions.

The Federal Plan emphasizes that “we know that the only true end to homelessness is a safe and stable place to call home”
(Home, Together, p. 3). The Utah state plan acknowledges that a safe and stable place to call home is nowhere near reality
for persons in Utah today, regardless of what locality they find themselves in. The state mission - to make homelessness in
all of Utah rare, brief, and nonrecurrent - is a realistic and anchored aspiration that takes into account Utah realities and
the plan’s five-year forward projection.
The federal plan also highlights that “thriving communities need enough housing that is affordable and equitably available
to people across a full range of incomes—from young adults just starting out to seniors who want to spend their remaining
years feeling secure” (Home, Together, p. 3). Knowing that sufficient affordable housing that is equitably available to
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Utahns across the range of income spectrums is a massive problem across Utah, the federal ambition level far outpaces
current Utah efforts, and the Utah state plan proposes a series of action items to bring Utah’s in better alignment with this
Federal goal.
The emphasis on the importance of community stakeholders working together to achieve the objectives that are necessary
to end homelessness and that together we are making progress is echoed in the Utah state plan. Utah’s plan emphasizes
working together in its mission statement and draws on collaboration and collective exchanges for learning, adapting
and improving homeless services and efforts across the state. Working together to make homelessness in all of Utah rare,
brief and nonrecurring is making progress, and the statewide plan outlines how we can make a great deal more progress
reducing homelessness in Utah.
Areas of increased focus in the 2018 Federal Plan on Homelessness are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increasing affordable housing opportunities.
Strengthening prevention and diversion practices.
Creating solutions for unsheltered homelessness.
Tailoring strategies for rural communities.
Helping people who exit homelessness find employment success.
Learning from the expertise of people with lived experience.

All of these areas are included in the Utah state plan on homelessness. The first four areas of increased focus are
prioritized in the Utah plan. The last two are included but receive less priority in the current five-year plan.
The federal plan recognizes that “the people who experience homelessness are diverse—in their experiences, in their
challenges, in their household compositions, in their ages, and in many other ways—and we must tailor and target our
strategies and actions to reflect that diversity” (Home, Together, p. 6). The plan also outlines a process where “federal
partners will continue to work with communities, and provide tools and information that will enable them to set their own
ambitious goals, tailored to their local conditions, and grounded in their local data” (Home, Together, p. 6).
A strong emphasis in the Utah State plan is to let LHCCs that have the best grasp of local variations in homeless
populations and their needs, be given the authority, resources and responsibility for prioritizing needs and tailoring
effective responses to meeting the local priorities. This push for local resourcing and local control is a direct response to the
current diversity of homeless populations in Utah as well as variations in local resources and needs. Rather than setting
population-specific goals as the federal plan does, the Utah state plan acknowledges that population dispersion and needs
look different across local communities in Utah but that the needs of any individual who enters the homeless services
system through coordinated entry should be assessed and resourced accordingly. The Utah state plan covers the next five
years, with suggested points of assessment and adjustment along the way. The Utah plan, therefore, sets a timeframe on
the changes expected at all levels of strategic planning – LHCCs, CoCs and the State level –but the prioritized efforts at
the local level can be long- or short-term projects.
The Utah state plan on homelessness is aligned with the federal plan’s definition of success. The federal plan is based
on “a shared vision of what it means to end homelessness: that every community must have a systemic response in place
that ensures homelessness is prevented whenever possible, or if it can’t be prevented, it is a rare, brief and one-time
experience” (Home, Together, p. 7). This shared vision is intrinsic to the Utah state plan in its mission statement, its action
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steps and recommendations for Utah. “That means that every community must have the capacity to: quickly identify and
engage people at risk of and experiencing homelessness; intervene to prevent people from losing their housing and divert
people from entering the homelessness services system; provide people with immediate access to shelter and crisis services
without barriers to entry if homelessness does occur; and quickly connect people experiencing homelessness to housing
assistance and services tailored to their unique needs and strengths to help them achieve and maintain stable housing”
(Home, Together, p. 7).
While the specific capacities that the federal plan outlines as necessary for success to be achieved, Utah’s plan strives
for the same goals but the specific action steps and recommendations in the plan are adjusted to current capacities and
inventoried conditions across Utah. The Utah plan does address a need to strengthen community capacity, particularly
when it comes to preventing people from becoming homeless as a result of a lack of affordable housing, permanent
supportive housing, substance abuse treatment or a lack of mental health treatment. The inadequate number of shelter
beds in urban areas and the acute lack of emergency shelter options in rural Utah communities are also areas identified in
the Utah plan as needing redress.
“USICH and its federal partners will develop and utilize an annual performance management plan with specific target
actions, milestones, and deadlines. USICH will also use multiple performance measures to assess the overall impact of
the implementation of “Home, Together” (Home, Together, p. 8). The Utah state plan is charging LHCCs to develop
strategic priorities and to measure progress toward achieving those strategic priority projects. CoCs are charged with
helping LHCCs coordinate their requests for funding and to facilitate service inventorying and data collection within each
CoC. The State is charged with prioritizing funding the top priorities of the LHCCs, using flexible funding mechanisms
allowing for local allocation control, and to direct state-controlled funding toward LHCCs that are not yet competitive
for Federal funding. Utah CoCs will continue to collect data on the HUD performance measures and report those to the
state, and collaborative applicants will report performance to HUD. In addition, the Utah state plan requires benchmark
achievement on key performance measures identified as requiring performance improvement over the next five years to
bring Utah more in line with western region performance or signifying significant overall Utah improvement.
In addition to the strategies and objectives identified as important to the federal plan on homelessness, Utah is also
committed to improving the quality of the data on which the state bases its performance assessment, updating definitions
that are a poor fit to current conditions, and reviewing and adjusting the state plan based on changing conditions and
progress made over the next five years.
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Table 5. How the Utah state plan on homelessness corresponds to the Federal plan on homelessness

Federal plan strategies and objectives

Addressed
in Utah
plan

Utah plan component addressing federal objective

1. Ensure Homelessness is a Rare
Experience
Objective 1.1: Collaboratively Build Lasting
Systems that End Homelessness

✔

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Objective 1.2: Increase Capacity and
Strengthen Practices to Prevent Housing Crises
and Homelessness

✔

·
·
·
·
·

More local control and prioritization
Expanding LHCC representation
CoCs facilitating data collection and funding requests
Utah Homeless Network
Revising key state definitions
Expanding representation and voting in SHCC
Linking in transportation and education as service providers
Outreach
Coordinated entry
Bring case management back in/Investing in HR
Culture of connecting persons exiting intuitions to services if
risk of homelessness
Warm hand-off
Housing inventory
Developing more affordable housing
Bringing case management back in/Investing in HR
Providing more substance use treatment, mental health
treatment
Developing more permanent supportive housing

2. Ensure Homelessness is a Brief Experience
Objective 2.1: Identify and Engage All People
Experiencing Homelessness as Quickly as
Possible

Objective 2.2: Provide Immediate Access
to Low-Barrier Emergency Shelter or other
Temporary Accommodations to All Who Need
it
Objective 2.3: Implement Coordinated Entry
to Standardize Assessment and Prioritization
Processes and Streamline Connections to
Housing and Services

✔
✔
✔

·

Outreach
Coordinated entry
Bring case management back in/Investing in HR
Culture of connecting persons exiting intuitions to services if
risk of homelessness
Warm hand-off

·
·

Emergency beds outside SLC and Ogden
Shelters and receiving centers in rural Utah

·
·
·
·

Coordinated entry
Shelters and receiving centers in rural Utah
Housing first
Culture of connecting persons exiting intuitions to services if
risk of homelessness
Bring case management back in/Investing in HR
Warm hand-off
Providing more substance use treatment, mental health
treatment

·
·
·
·

·
·
·
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Federal plan strategies and objectives
Objective 2.4: Assist People to Move Swiftly
into Permanent Housing with Appropriate and
Person-Centered Services

Addressed
in Utah
plan

✔

Utah plan component addressing federal objective
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Coordinated entry
Housing first
Rapid rehousing for right population
Emergency beds outside SLC and Ogden
Bring case management back in/Investing in HR
Development of more permanent supportive housing
Providing more substance use treatment, mental health
treatment

·
·

Invest in case management
Culture of connecting persons exiting intuitions to services if
risk of homelessness
Warm hand-off
Development of more permanent supportive housing
Providing more substance use treatment, mental health
treatment

3. Ensure Homelessness is a One-Time Experience
Objective 3.1: Prevent Returns to
Homelessness through Connections to
Adequate Services and Opportunities

4. Sustain an End to Homelessness

✔
−

Objective 4.1: Sustain Practices and Systems at
a Scale Necessary to Respond to Future Need

·
·
·
·
·

−

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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Utah has not achieved enough progress locally to make this
an executable strategy yet
Proposed action steps and recommendations in the plan will
get LHCCs, CoCs and Utah as a state into a position where
practices and systems will be sustained at a scale necessary to
respond to future needs.
Expanding LHCC representation
Funding LHCC priority projects
Increasing flexibility in funding use
CoCs facilitating data collection and funding requests
Utah Homeless Network
Expanding representation and voting in SHCC
Allocating state controlled funds to lower capacity LHCCs
using new definition of “homelessness”
Housing inventory based on new definition of “affordable”
Developing more affordable housing
Developing more permanent supportive housing
Providing more substance use treatment, mental health
treatment
Linking in transportation and education as service providers

As the high-profile law enforcement campaign in
downtown Salt Lake City winds down, addressing the
long-term damage that it created is just beginning.

November 2019

Last October, the ACLU of Utah published Calculating the Real Cost of Operation Rio Grande, a critical analysis
of the first 14 months of the intensive law-enforcement campaign in Salt Lake City’s Rio Grande neighborhood
that increased many barriers for individuals experiencing homelessness. The report disrupted the narrative of
success pushed by backers of Operation Rio Grande (ORG) by questioning the campaign’s methods and
outcomes, leading to a more realistic accounting of its impact on vulnerable populations.
A year later, we are releasing a follow-up report titled Endgame for Operation Rio Grande that explores the
short- and long-term consequences for people impacted by this operation. This new report builds on our initial
analysis by examining two 35-day snapshots—a year apart—of arrests tied to ORG, while reviewing how crime
statistics have changed in the city during the years before and after ORG. It also identifies several operational
and policy mistakes that intensified the immediate and long-term criminal justice burdens on people
experiencing homelessness and suggests how activists and policymakers can apply the lessons learned from
ORG to support the rollout of the new homeless resource centers (HRCs). While this report does not address
the current debate over the capacity of the new HRCs and the closure The Road Home shelter, we believe our
analysis shows how letting politics, timelines, and other outside pressures shape policies, instead of the actual
needs of the homeless community, can exacerbate problems rather than solve them. These mistakes
happened with ORG, and they can occur again with the new HRCs. We should also note that this report does
not address in detail the medical treatment and workforce development goals of ORG that are beyond the
scope of our analysis.
We are releasing Endgame as the landscape for managing homeless services in Utah is shifting. Politicians are
exiting the stage while social service agencies and committees are taking on new and more powerful roles.
Problems created by ORG’s over-reliance on arrests and fines—especially for low-level crimes associated with
being homeless—are becoming more apparent as public defenders, housing advocates, and social workers try
to clean up the disorder it created in people’s lives. We will show that ORG pursued a flawed model of using
the criminal justice system as the main filter to address the intersection of homelessness and crime. Had law
enforcement priorities and methods not dominated this effort, we believe a different approach could have
realized positive results in the Rio Grande area without the substantial, long-term burden placed on thousands
of people, local service providers, and our communities.
Failed approach
ORG was developed in mid-2017 to address a complex crisis of homelessness, substance abuse, mental health
needs, and criminal activity affecting the Rio Grande neighborhood of Salt Lake City. Starting on Monday,
August 14, 2017, law enforcement patrols led by the Utah Highway Patrol, Utah Department of Public Safety
(DPS), Salt Lake City Police Department (SLCPD), and other agencies began constant patrols of several
downtown streets and public areas with the primary goal of reducing crime, followed by secondary and
tertiary phases to connect individuals to substance abuse treatment, housing, and employment.
Because this approach was led and dominated by law enforcement, the criminal justice system was
immediately overburdened by the sheer volume of arrests—over 1,200 in the first 35 days, and 5,000 in the
first year. While architects of ORG initially claimed the police patrols would target “the worst of the worst”1
and “dangerous criminals”2 preying on people experiencing homelessness, the on-the-ground reality was very
different.

1 “Who is being arrested in Operation Rio Grande? Many have felonies or lengthy records, though few appear to be the promised
‘worst of the worst’,” Salt Lake Tribune, September 18, 2017.
2 “Operation Rio Grande Update,” Utah House of Representatives, August 31, 2017; https://house.utah.gov/operation-rio-grandeupdate
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Low-level catch and release
During the first 35 days of Operation Rio Grande in August and September 2017, 64.1% of the operation’s
1,215 arrests3 were classified as misdemeanors or infractions.4 This means that almost two-thirds of the
arrests made during the first month of ORG—when officials claimed to be targeting “higher-level offenders”5—
were not connected to any felony-level offense. Furthermore, 317 arrests, or 26% of the total, were classified
as only low-level class B or C misdemeanors or infractions such as open container violations, jaywalking,
lewdness, or camping on public ground (fig. 1.0).6 Compounding this anticipated7,8 consequence of law
enforcement acting as the leading edge of ORG was an imbalance of extra resources devoted to assisting
people charged with low-level misdemeanors and infractions. While the state provided additional funding to
District Courts to process the increased volume of arrests for felonies and class A misdemeanors generated by
ORG, similar funding was not available to the City Justice Court that dealt with a surge in charges for lowerlevel class B and C misdemeanors. This meant that individuals, including many homeless individuals, who were
cited and arrested for camping, drug possession, and other lower-level crimes became caught in a revolving
door of the criminal justice system without the off-ramps to treatment options provided to people charged
with more serious crimes. A joint team from the Utah DPS and Salt Lake Legal Defenders Association have
been working to fix this disparity and improve access to treatment options since the start of ORG, but no
solution is in effect as of yet.
The scale of arrests strained the system as the social service and treatment side of ORG proved unable—with
the limited funding and space available when the campaign launched—to provide the necessary assistance.
The result was a cycle of citations, arrests, bookings, and release (often due to overcrowding at the county jail)
for many people experiencing homelessness. This revolving door created lingering collateral consequences—
mainly from repeated interactions with the criminal justice system itself—to the population it claimed to be
helping. Some individuals did receive treatment through ORG and credit their arrest as the beginning of the
road to recovery.9 But for many others, the recurrent arrests, citations, warrants, and fines only exacerbated a
bad situation. Only months later, after targeted10 and then expanded Medicaid funding began flowing into the
system, did ORG’s Phase 2 focus on substance use and mental health treatment gain ground, although it
always lagged behind the Phase 1 public safety metrics published in monthly tracking reports.11
Additional analysis indicates that widespread arrests for low-level offenses continued beyond the opening
months of the operation. One year into ORG, during a similar 35-day period in August and September 2018,
69.6% of the 359 arrests with available charging data were classified as misdemeanors or infractions.12 This
means that 7 out of 10 arrests undertaken at the one-year anniversary of ORG were unrelated to any felony
offense. Additionally, 123 arrests—or 34.3% of the total—were classified as class B or C misdemeanors or
infractions such as injurious littering, criminal trespass, and possession of drug paraphernalia (fig. 1.0).13
Although the total number of arrests dropped by 70 percent between these periods in 2017 and 2018—an
expected outcome of the police patrols and street closure initiated by ORG—the percentage of arrests for lowlevel crimes remained consistent. Despite assurances that ORG would target dangerous individuals and help
Note: ORG arrest data may include some individuals arrested and released multiple times.
Rio Grande SLCo Confirm; https://app.smartsheet.com/b/publish?EQBCT=62d8119de22c4dfdb104ef62f1613bb9
5 “‘Operation Rio Grande’ launched near homeless shelter with arrests, big jump in police presence,” Salt Lake Tribune, August 4, 2017
6Rio Grande SLCo Confirm; https://app.smartsheet.com/b/publish?EQBCT=62d8119de22c4dfdb104ef62f1613bb9
7 “ACLU of Utah Statement on Operation Rio Grande,” August 17, 2017; https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/aclu-utah-statementoperation-rio-grande
8 “An Alternative Perspective on Operation Rio Grande & the Criminalization of Homelessness,” Org Code, October 16, 2017;
https://www.orgcode.com/opriogrande
9 “Leaders, treatment providers reflect on success stories from 2 years of Operation Rio Grande,” Deseret News, August 20, 2019.
10 Targeted Adult Medicaid Program, Utah Department of Health; https://medicaid.utah.gov/targeted-adult-medicaid-program
(accessed October 10, 2019)
11 “Calculating the Real Cost of Operation Rio Grande,” ACLU of Utah; October 18, 2018.
12 Rio Grande SLCo Confirm; https://app.smartsheet.com/b/publish?EQBCT=62d8119de22c4dfdb104ef62f1613bb9
13 Ibid.
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people in need, it inevitably swept up hundreds and then thousands of people, many of them dealing with
homelessness or housing insecurity, for low-level crimes.
Fig. 1.0
Category of Arrests during Operation
Rio Grande
August 14 - September 17, 2017
August 14 - September 17, 2018

Total
Arrests
1,215
359

Percent of Arrests for
Misdemeanors
(A, B, C) and
Infractions
64.1%
69.6%

Percent of Arrests for LowLevel Misdemeanors
(B, C) and Infractions
26.1%
34.3%

Source: Rio Grande SLCo Confirm; https://app.smartsheet.com/b/publish?EQBCT=62d8119de22c4dfdb104ef62f1613bb9

Even though the law enforcement focus of ORG is winding down, we believe its aftershocks will continue to
shape efforts to address the social issues involving homelessness in Salt Lake City. That’s because the impact of
arrests and fines do not easily vanish from people’s list of troubles—especially those with limited resources—
but reverberate, often derailing their efforts to rebuild their lives.
Collateral damage
The interplay between our criminal laws and people experiencing homelessness is complex, especially when
their unsheltered reality puts them at greater risk for law enforcement interactions. For example, under Salt
Lake County code, it is a crime to lodge in a public “building, structure or place” without permission.14
Additionally, Salt Lake City municipal codes criminalize camping on public grounds—including streets, parks
and playgrounds—as a class B misdemeanor that may result in up to six months jail, up to a $1,000 fine,15 and
a 90% surcharge on the fine.16 Other crimes that relate to non-negotiable areas of daily life include indecency
laws for public urination, which is also a class B misdemeanor.17 Many of the daily activities people with secure
housing take for granted—sleep, privacy, security, and going to the bathroom—are substantial areas of
concern and worry for people experiencing homelessness.
Criminalizing the experience of homelessness can create long-lasting consequences for people without
significant means, even when a person is given what many would consider a “slap on the wrist.” These issues
were made clear in a September 11, 2019, Salt Lake Tribune article that profiled a couple experiencing
homelessness.18 Although the couple had recently moved into subsidized housing, they still had to deal with a
combined 30 citations for violating no-camping ordinances. At the time of the article, 19 of the citations were
dismissed while three citations resulted in convictions that led to probation and community service in lieu of
fines totaling $3,000. The article described how the couple prioritized taking care of the citations once they
found housing, which distracted them from seeking healthcare and employment. Ironically, their lingering
citations for being homeless prevented them from getting jobs and earning money to pay rent on the housing
they had recently acquired—increasing the risk they would become homeless again. Additionally, the
convictions for violating camping ordinances may create barriers to employment and some forms of financial
assistance. This couple’s scenario is far too common, showing how the criminal justice system casts a long
shadow over people’s lives even after they achieve some stability. While the police officer or trooper who
makes the initial arrest or citation isn’t present for, or likely even aware of, this long chain of negative
consequences, their involvement makes it more likely the criminal justice system will shape the course of
future outcomes. Ultimately, however, it is policymakers who determine the scope and intensity of how law
enforcement will address low-level crimes disproportionately associated with people experiencing
Salt Lake County Code 10-36-010(k) Disorderly Conduct
Salt Lake City Code 11-12-080; Salt Lake City Code 15-08-080(A); Utah Criminal Code 76-3-204(2); Utah Criminal Code 76-3-301(1)(d)
16 Utah Criminal Code 51-9-401(1)(b)(i)(D)
17 Salt Lake County Code 10-28-010
18 "Formerly homeless couple adjust to challenges, opportunities of their new life indoors," Salt Lake Tribune, September 11, 2019.
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homelessness. Looking at both the arrest records and anecdotal stories from the last two years, the ORG
approach has negatively impacted many people with substance abuse issues and housing insecurity despite
assurances that it wouldn’t happen. To use a specific example, you can’t claim to be going after “the worst of
the worst” and then detain a woman on the first day of ORG for jaywalking before arresting her for
outstanding warrants for drug offenses.19 Two years later we can look back to see that the same woman was
arrested four more times for similar drug crimes that escalate from misdemeanors to a felony—making her the
serious criminal ORG was originally looking for.20
At the same time, courts are starting to recognize that a lack of housing makes certain aspects of daily life—
such as sleeping, eating, and using the bathroom—unavoidably public. A Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
decision in 2018 looked at camping and disorderly conduct laws in Boise, Idaho, which are similar to those on
the books in Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County. The court determined that laws criminalizing sleeping outside
in public places when no shelter space is otherwise available violates the U.S. Constitution’s Eighth
Amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment. The court reasoned that sleeping in public is an
unavoidable consequence of experiencing homelessness, and, when no shelter space is available, the choice to
sleep outside is illusory.21
In light of the Ninth Circuit ruling, the SLCPD has changed how they interact with people sleeping and camping
in public. Current SLCPD procedure is for officers first to contact a homeless shelter to determine if any beds
are available, prioritizing finding shelter over issuing a citation. SLCPD also frequently uses a co-responder
approach where an officer is paired with a social worker who can assess the individual and determine if they
can address any underlying needs. SLCPD has been using this co-responder model since 2016 to better connect
people experiencing homelessness to appropriate resources.22 Other ORG-affiliated law enforcement agencies
have adopted the co-responder model within the Rio Grande neighborhood, even claiming their police and
social workers teams can connect individuals to services more rapidly than traditional routes.
We believe these new methods of service-focused policing, lower-barriers to accessing treatment assistance,
and court-sanctioned limitations on criminalizing homelessness will create space for better practices to
address the myriad issues that ORG intended to resolve. Rather than relying on the criminal justice system to
solve root causes of homelessness, we can prioritize and fund other models that bypass the negative
aftershocks of the court and jail system.
Ironically, one model, called Operation Diversion, achieved moderate success in the Rio Grande neighborhood
only a year prior to ORG. Organized and funded as a joint effort by Salt Lake City and Salt Lake County,
Operation Diversion placed greater emphasis on diverting people away from the criminal justice system. Law
enforcement contact would result in people going to a receiving center, jail, hospital, or back to the
community. At a receiving center, a person could get a medical screening; a public defender orientation; a risk
and needs assessment; and engage in a diversion program that would allow a person to go directly to
substance abuse treatment or mental health treatment.23 Operation Diversion had three initial deployments
between September 29 to October 7, 2016. During that time, 132 individuals were contacted by law
enforcement, 113 went to a receiving center, 17 went to jail, and 2 were hospitalized. Of those that went to a
receiving center, 68 went on to receive treatment.24 Compared to ORG, these numbers demonstrate that with
proper resources and targeted efforts underlying issues can be addressed without needlessly pushing people
into the criminal justice system.
“‘Operation Rio Grande’ launched near homeless shelter with arrests, big jump in police presence,” Salt Lake Tribune, August 4, 2017.
Rio Grande SLCo Confirm; https://app.smartsheet.com/b/publish?EQBCT=62d8119de22c4dfdb104ef62f1613bb9
21 https://cdn.ca9.uscourts.gov/datastore/opinions/2018/09/04/15-35845.pdf Martin v. City of Boise, 902 F.3d 1031 (9th Cir., 2018).
22 "A social worker riding alongside an officer? It's the new norm for SLCPD," KSL.com, February 28, 2018.
23 https://slco.org/cjac/initiatives-priorities/operation-diversion/
24 Operation Diversion Statistics. Criminal Justice Advisory Council. Salt Lake County (2016).
https://slco.org/uploadedFiles/depot/fRD/CJAC/OperationDiversionStatistics.pdf
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Fortunately, after ORG, the Salt Lake County District Attorney’s office—with support of the Salt Lake County
Mayor’s Office—adopted a formal diversion model in August 2019 that is projected to keep between 750 to
1,000 people from entering the criminal justice system annually.25 Additionally, the Salt Lake County Sheriff has
introduced an online jail dashboard that allows policymakers, advocates, and other stakeholders to see data
on incarcerated persons experiencing homelessness in real time.26 Reforms like these can help address the
revolving door of the criminal justice system and prompt other agencies to think about different tools they can
use to address issues surrounding people experiencing homelessness. Moreover, reforms that elevate
diversion models and data sharing also highlight the fact that avoiding the criminal justice system altogether is
often the better approach to address issues involving housing, substance abuse, and mental health.
Impact of ORG on citywide and district-level rates of reported crime
A talking point repeated by ORG supporters is that crime rates dropped significantly in the affected area
following its launch. And it’s true. According to the publicly available data we reviewed, rates of reported
serious crime in the Rio Grande neighborhood declined abruptly as soon as the campaign began. However, this
result is not unexpected considering the operation’s constant police patrols and decision to close Rio Grande
Street. The more important questions to ask, however, are: 1) What has been the impact on adjacent
neighborhoods of the city, and 2) Can the decline in reported crime be sustained without a persistent law
enforcement presence?
First, a review of CompStat data acquired from the SLCPD indicates that reported Part 1 crimes—the most
serious crimes categorized by the FBI, including homicide, assault, robbery, and larceny—dropped significantly
in the Operation Rio Grande area27 immediately after the campaign began in August 2017—indicated by
“2017-M8” on the chart at the end of the report (see Fig 2.0). Note: We analyzed reported crime using the
“Last 28 Days” metric after SLCPD advised it was the most accurate and comprehensive category. In addition,
the percentage of reported Part 1 crimes within all of Salt Lake City geographically tied to the ORG area fell
from 15.5% in 2016 to 11.5% in 2018—a 25% decline (see Fig. 3.0).
These two charts (Figs. 2.0, 3.0) show that reported Part 1 crimes dropped significantly in the Rio Grande area
after the start of ORG—both in absolute numbers, and as a percentage of overall reported crime in the city. It
should be noted that the proportional increase in reported crime for the rest of the city (84.5% to 88.5%) does
not indicate an actual increase, as overall crime rates across the city declined during these time periods. These
two charts depict the localized impact of ORG on reducing reported crimes in a specific neighborhood of Salt
Lake City.
Meanwhile, the percentage of reported Part 1 crimes in four Salt Lake City council districts (D1, D2, D5, D7)
increased in proportion between 2016 and 2018, while percentages decreased in three districts (D3, D4, D6)
(see Fig 4.0). The council districts showing the largest proportional increases were Districts 2 (+9.8%), which
includes Glendale and Poplar Grove, District 1 (+2.5%), which includes Rose Park, and District 7 (+2.4%), which
includes Sugar House. Again, a proportional increase in reported crime does not indicate an actual increase,
just a greater share of the overall total.
Across all Salt Lake City council districts, rates of reported Part 1 crimes had been declining prior to ORG.
However, this decline has slowed in 2019 as rates of reported crimes more closely tracked—with periodic
peaks and valleys—the 2018 averages in Districts 1, 2, 4, and 5 that are adjacent to the ORG area. (Fig. 5.0)

"Salt Lake County rolls out criminal justice diversion program," KSL.com, July 30, 2019.
https://slsheriff.org/page_jail_dashboard.php
27 According to SLCPD, the ORG geography was initially defined as North Temple to 900 South, and 300 East to I-15. As of 2019, SLCPD
trimmed the southern perimeter to 700 South and eastern perimeter to State Street. “Homeless in Utah: What happened to Rio Grande
crime after Operation Rio Grande,” KSL.com, May 8, 2019.
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In summary, ORG resulted in a rapid and significant drop in reported Part 1 crimes in the Rio Grande area,
accelerating the trend of declining crime rates happening citywide since 2015. Reported Part 1 crimes also
declined in adjacent council districts—following an existing citywide trend—after ORG began, except for
periodic spikes during the summer months. But after significant declines in 2017 and 2018, the downward
slope of reported crimes has slowed or leveled off in 2019, especially in District 2 (Glendale and Poplar Grove)
and District 4 (Downtown and Central City).
It’s also important to note that CompStat data tracks serious Part 1 crimes, while many of the recently
publicized complaints28 from neighborhoods adjacent to the ORG target area have been about Part 2 crimes,
which include vandalism, simple assault, disorderly conduct, most drug offenses, and receiving stolen
property. According to SLCPD, rates of Part 2 crimes are down citywide in 2019 compared to 2018, with a
localized increase in District 6 (East Bench) and a smaller increase in District 1 (Rose Park).
One neighborhood that bears mentioning is Ballpark, which spans Districts 4 and 5 and is located south of
downtown Salt Lake City. Ballpark was the location of four homicides in the last 12 months, as well as
widespread complaints about property crimes, drug trafficking, and more people experiencing homelessness in
the community.29 Ballpark is an example of an area where complaints have led to increased SLCPD patrols and
attention, a reaction that may be related to the dispersal of criminal activity from the Rio Grande area by ORG.
Other hotspots include the 700 West-block of North Temple, where SLCPD placed a temporary police
substation in July 2018, the Jordan River area, and Liberty Park. While an increased police presence can result
in lower rates of reported crime, the impact often proves temporary, as it did on North Temple after SLCPD
dismantled the substation. Plus, one impact that isn’t registered in CompStat data is the significant increase in
police calls and allocation of patrol officers that SLCPD has devoted to adjacent areas of Salt Lake City since
ORG began.
Protecting rights and dignity of impacted communities
Throughout 2018 and 2019, a drumbeat of media attention, conversation, and debate has followed the site
selection, funding, and construction of three new resource centers to replace The Road Home emergency
shelter in downtown Salt Lake City following its expected closure in late 2019. Homeless advocates, former
politicians, and Salt Lake City mayoral candidates have raised concerns about the ability of these resource
centers to accommodate people with insecure housing. While these debates often focus on logistical issues of
location, capacity, and services, we believe the discussions should include another important question: How
will these new resource centers and the policies that guide them impact the rights and dignity of people
experiencing homelessness?
We believe the success of these new resource centers not only depends on their design, funding, internal
policies, and interface with law enforcement, but also how they are perceived by the populations experiencing
homelessness. Beyond a bed and a meal, people also need an environment focused on protecting and
promoting their privacy, civil rights, dignity, and self-determination.
Going forward, we need to acknowledge that people experiencing homelessness are stakeholders in policy
decisions, and the best judges of new ideas are often the people they’re designed to help. For example,
imagine how the priorities of ORG could have changed if the operation’s planners had sat down more with
people experiencing homelessness and recognized the long-term, negative impacts that thousands of arrests,
citations, and fines would have their ability to rebuild their lives. From stricter “No Camping” ordinances, to
transportation between homeless service locations, to warrant checks at the door of new resource centers,
each new policy should be evaluated based on how it impacts people experiencing homelessness—and always
with significant input from these populations. Fortunately, service providers like Catholic Community Services,
28
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“Ballpark residents frustrated with crime turn to mayoral candidates for action,” KSL.com, September 7, 2019.
“Four homicides in one year have Ballpark neighbors calling for action,” Salt Lake Tribune, September 29, 2019.
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Volunteers of America, Utah, and Project Homeless Connect, as well as treatment centers like First Step House,
Odyssey House, and umbrella groups like the Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End Homelessness share a
commitment to community-based decision-making and listening to the needs of their clients. Ultimately,
planners and resource providers must consider the needs of the community, which includes people
experiencing homelessness, and whether we can meet those needs while also respecting their rights to dignity
and privacy.
We believe the future success of the current transition to the resource center model can be advanced by the
adoption of a Homeless Bill of Rights30 by service providers and the centers themselves. A Homeless Bill of
Rights discourages the criminalization of homelessness, provides clear guidelines on how to evaluate policy
decisions that affect the homeless population, and upholds the dignity and privacy of people who are
experiencing homelessness. At the ACLU of Utah, we know that the rights of vulnerable and marginalized
populations are often the first to be overlooked or infringed upon. Adopting a Homeless Bill of Rights will be a
visible reminder that everyone is equal under the law, and could include the following:
1) Protection from harassment or intimidation in public and private spaces where people have a right to be,
2) The right to register to vote and the right to vote,
3) The right to be notified of any changes in homelessness services by the appropriate agency 60 days in
advance,
4) The right to privacy for their personal property,
5) The right to equal treatment, regardless of housing status,
6) The right to emergency medical care and protection from discrimination in receiving care,
7) Protection from employment discrimination based on housing status, and
8) Protection from the undue disclosure of personal information.
A Homeless Bill of Rights can facilitate future discussions on issues that arose during ORG and continue at the
new homeless resource centers. If we want to provide meaningful help to people experiencing homelessness,
we need to respect their dignity and make their voice and rights central in every interaction and decision. The
Homeless Bill of Rights is more than a mere suggestion; it is a strong impetus for further conversations among
all parties, including neighbors of the new HRCs. These principles create a guidebook for protecting the
franchise, privacy and civil rights of those we aim to aid while continuing us down the path of progress.
Overall, we need to proactively take the lessons learned from ORG and implement them before we find
ourselves haphazardly responding to another self-created crisis. For example, we should evaluate and modify
law enforcement policies to align with emerging caselaw on homelessness issues and best practices. We
should also consider long-term legislative fixes that can fund housing programs and treatment options—like
Operation Diversion—that do not require arrests or citations so we can avoid filtering these issues through the
criminal justice system. If we fail to adjust our approach based on the lessons from ORG, we will again find
ourselves trying to arrest our way out of homelessness, substance abuse, and mental health issues.
###

The authors would like to thank representatives from the Salt Lake City Police Department, the Utah
Department of Workforce Services, the Utah Department of Public Safety, the Catholic Diocese of Salt Lake City,
and Crossroads Urban Center for reviewing a draft version of this report. Their mention here does not imply any
support or endorsement of the statements or findings of this report.
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City Council Announcements
November 12, 2019
Information Needed by Staff
1. Proposed Legislative Action: Request for research and
recommendation on artificial turf text amendment
Council Member Valdemoros would like to initiate a request for the
Administration to do preliminary research and provide recommendations on
potential zoning amendments to allow the use of artificial turf in parkstrips in
residential areas, as well as to be used more in front yards.
Over the past few months, Council Members have received constituent inquiries
regarding the use of artificial turf in the park strip and front yards of residential
properties.
The goal would before the Administration to report back on their findings and
provide a holistic recommendation on what zoning changes or other City
processes would be necessary to allow more use of artificial turf, how to mitigate
environmental concerns, and whether more use would be advisable from the
Administration’s perspective.
 Does the Council support this request?

2. National Alliance to End Homelessness – 2020 Solutions for
Individual Homeless Adult Conference
Registration is now open and filling up fast for this conference. Pending the
official canvass of election results, Council Member Johnston is asking support to
attend. The conference will be in Oakland, CA from Wednesday, February 19th
through Friday, February 21, 2020. Council Office policy requires an
announcement to the full Council if a Council Member would like to attend a
conference outside the pre-authorized standard conferences.
 Does the Council support sending Council Member Johnston?
 Are any other Council Members interested in attending this
conference?

